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In the last twenty years the field of aerodynamics has been 
made into a science by such outStanding men as Joukow3ki, 
Prandtl, von Karraan, Glauert, Theodorsen and others« One 
of the important contributions of these men has been the 
theory for Computing the lift of airfoils whose profile 
contours can be represented by a mathematical expression or 
are entirely arbitrary in shape. The mathematical basis of 
this theory is the »Oonformal Transformation", A mastery 
of the elementa,ry theory of complex numbers is a prerequisite 
to the understanding of a conformal transformation and because 
this theory is not coramonly taught in an undergraduate course 
the most capable undergraduates have great diffioulty in 
obtaining even a slight conception of the theory of lift of 
an airfoil. In fact the# find the theory presented in such 
a concise manner that tney do not have the courage to attempt 
to understand it« It seems to the writer that this unfortunate 
Situation should not be permitted to continue, The present 
thesis is written with the hope that, because of its mathematical 
detail and step by step approach to the desired end, at least 
our interested students can obtain a sufficient grasp of the 
theory to encourage them to seek the profound sources for the 
complete theory. 
In addition to the theory of complex numbers, a student needs 
a knowledge of some of the Clements of classical hydromechanics 
before he can attempt a study of the theory of lift. Consequently, 
an attempt has been made herein to present in as brief a manner 
as possible the necessary facts abouti (1) stream functions 
and velocity potentials of rectilinear and vortex motions, 
sources and sinks, doublets, and simple combinations thereof; 
(2) Bernoulli!s theorem; (3) circulation; and (4) the several 
criteria for perfect fluid flow, The writer does not have 
such a wide familiarity with the literature on these subjects 
that he can say with certainty what in this thesis is original 
and what is not. He believes, however, that originality may 
be found in the treatment of Bernoulli's theorem, the strearn 
function of a doublet, the explanation of a conforraal 
transformation, the lift of a flat plate, and minor details. 
The writer wishes to express appreciation to Prof. Montgomery 
Knight for his encouraging influence in preparation of this 
thesis, for his careful ̂ reading of the manuscript, and for his 
many constructive criti&isms. The writer also feels so much 
gratitude toward Dr. D.M. Smith for an undergraduate and 
graduate training in mathematics which made possible an 
understanding of the sources of this thesis that acknowledgment 
mus't be made herein, 
The sources of this thesis are Reid»s" "Applied Wing Theory", 
Glauert»s "Airfoil and Airscrew Theory», Glauert»R "A Theory 
of Thin Airfoils" (R &-M 910 of the Aeronautioal Research 
Oommitee for 1924-25), Theodorsen's "The Theory of Wing Sections 
of Arbitrary Shape" (N. A. C. A. Report # 411, 1931), and notes 
taken in graduate mathematics under Dr. D.M. Smith. 
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ASSüMPTIONS 
In the discussion which followe air will be eonsidered an 
incompressible, homogeneous, continuous, and frictionless fluid. 
It will be eonsidered as occupying so great a Space that at 
a point where its motion is being studied every exterior 
boundary is too remote to affect the motion. Every motion will 
be eonsidered a steady motion; i.e., an observer situated at 
any point will observe that every particle of air passing 
through that point will have a velocity identical with that 
of every one whieh preceded it. Whatever may be the motions 
of the partioles at the different points in a plane the part— 
icles at the oorresponding points in all parallel planes will 
have identical motions. Finally, to preserve our coneeptions 
of the physical quantities involved the air will be taken 
between two of these parallel planes one foot apart. Hence 
taking the plane of the gaper as the plane of motion a vector 
representing the velocity of a particle of air at a point 
alse represents the velocity of every particle on a line one 
foot long through that point perpendicular to the paper» 
STREAM LIND; STREAM TUBE. ETC. 
A line in the plane of motion tangent to the vectors repre-
senting the successive velocities of a'particle of air as it 
moves along the plane is defined as a stream line. The stream 
lines passing through the boundary of a closed curve in any 
plane perpendicular to the plane of motion form a stream tube. 
The section area of a stream tube varies with the velocity of 
the fluid elements flowing in the tube but from the definition 
of a stream line no fluid eleraent can have a component of Vel. 
perpendiciliar to the walls of the stream tube. It follows from 
2 
this that the fluid elemehts contained in one stream tube can not 
leave that tube at any point and thereafter flow in a new tube. 
A stream tube may be Visualized as a material pipe varying in 
cross-sectional area and direction in exact conformity with the 
stream tube. From this then the area of the cross-section of the 
stream tube will change with the mean velocity of the fluid 
increasing when the mean velocity decreases and vice-versa. 
Hence, the velocity of the fluid may be estimated by the distance 
between adjacent stream lines^being inversely proportional to that 
distance. All these deductions are based on the formula 
Q ss AV 
Q = Quantity of air flowing in a stream tube in cu. ft.jzes-sec. 
A = Area of cross-section of e, stream tube in -sq. ft. 
V — Mean Vel. of fluid in ft. per sec. 
STREAM FUNCTION. 
Ŝelect any point in the pjrane of rnotion as an origin and draw 
a line from the origin to any point P in the same plane. This 
line represents an area with the length of the line as one 
dirnension and the length of 3, line one foot long perpendicular 
to the plane of rnotion as the other. With fluid flowing with 
steady rnotion the quantity of fluid cro&sing this area in cu. ft. 
per sec. represents the stream function, ̂ t ,s,t the point P| . 
A particular value of the stream function may.be either positive 
or negative according to the arbitrary sign we wish to give it. 
In this discussion a positive stream function will be defined in 
the following manner: if an observer at the origin facing the point 
Pj notes that the fluid is Coming from his left and passing through 
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the area toward his right then the strearn function at Pj will be 
taken positive. 
sihream lines 
y rr.„ ,n 
o 
sfream ///?e$ 
Yt /& post-f/ve* 
fk /s /?epa£fy& 
Let 
X and^Components of Vel. at a point. 
fsz component of Yel. parallel tQ,Xaxis. 
component of Vel. parallel to yaxis. 
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• '• YarW^-f-^ip (an /ncremerrf /n &) 
* 
J 
Let P2 approach P/ until it is an infinitesimal distance frorn P/ 
and at Pg. Then A ^ will becorne o^. 
öy represents an area c/j/-// 
OX represents an area C/X-/' 
since Q=AV " 
c/c/y~ quantity of fluid in cu. f t. per sec. passing 
through the area c/(J'/\ 
VOX =- quantity of fluid in cu. ft. per sec. passing 
through the area 
A positiveXcomponent of Vel. will cause" a positive flow across 
the area Py P^xI ft. if du is positive but a positive y component 
of Vel. will cause a negative flow across the Same area 11 OX is 
positive. Hence (uc/u~Vc/x\\& the flow across the area P/P^x^ f*. 
which is &u hypothesis positive. 
.'. dv-udu- vc/x 
But from caleulus 
From which h • , • ' / -
But because X and y are indep.end.ent variables these equations 





Stream Function for a uniform stream parallel to X axis flowing 
inthe direction of positive X. 
For this case r&'o 
c** ^%uU 
Hence J l^jT vX-XQ* cOCst constant. 
This Equation teils us that on every axis we draw parallel to 
the U axis the stream functions at the points along it will be 
identical with those of the corresponding points on thetfaxis. 
LikewiseJ^T^" J &*/? ~ cfy -f~ constant. 
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Fig 3. represents the stream lines for a flow 
V«fy 
Where the distance between the lines to scale represents one 
foot. i. e. V*4~fif>-5' 
Stream Function for a uniform stream parallel to^ axis flow-
ing in the direction of negative u . 
For this c.ase 
-i^-W 
o# v 
$£ = Q 
ßf-Wy »foc/y = constant . 
J^X^X^tfrdx =Vk + constant 
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Fig. 4 represents the strearn lines for a flow 
^"2K 
Where the distance between the lines represents I'foot to scale. 
i. e. Y- 2f-p-$. 
Strearn Function for a uniform strearn having a Vel. which has a 
constant positive component^CTjparallel .̂ o theXaxis and a con-
stant negative coraponent^p^parellel' to the^axis. 




Let Y-O where J ^ 
ly=* 
Now for theXcixisfys^ythe quantity of fluid passing under the 
axis between the, origin andX;> i»
 e« through an areaX,ft. long 
and I ft. perpendicular Xo XU plane, must just equal VX, • 
Likewise for they axis/x^^/the quantity ö*f fluid flowing under 
theyaxis between 0 and^must just equalZX/. Both of the preced-
ing stc tements are based on Q* AV % 
".'•'% 
A = B = 0. 
Then 
3 
and <f=Uy + VX 
But this Equation could have been obtained by simply adding the 
two simple cases previously derived. In generale complex stream 
functions may be derived by superposing simple stream functions 





In fig- S 
The hor izonta l stream li'nes are for V ^ ^4-y 
The vertical stream lines are for J^^J^X 
The inclined stream lines ( shown broken ) are for 1^SS2X'^4^/ 
<:. 
To obtain the value or the stream function at point A add the value 
on theX axis under it to the value on the^axis opposite it. 
It is often rriore convenient to write the Equation for uf in polar 
co-ordinates. 
Let V = component of Vel. perpendicular to radius 
drawn from origin to any point. 
and u'scomponent of Vel. parallel to radius drawn 
from origin to any point. 
V'is taken to be positive if • an observer looki'ng along its 
vector toward the arrow^head observes that his left arm is on the 
side of the radius leading to the origin. If an observer followed 
a particle rnoving with a positive v'around a circle.with the origin 
as a center his left arm would always be on the inside of the turn. 
u'is taken to be positive if the arrow of its vector is pointing 




f0A = r 
I -Q- = a posi i t ive. angle 
Th fBC = +dr 
Then / 
[lAOß = +d& 
WrcfO- ~ pos i t ive flow ünder AC or under AB, irdß') 
caused "by a posi t ive C/'. 
VCft == negative flow under AO^or under BO, {dt) 
caused by a posi t ive V. 
Hence dut = UirctO' - y'df 
But w = f-Crfi) 
Also 
hence df=^efr§i§Md& 
.', Equating coefficients of like independent variables 
Dl ao-""
 u'r 
' Source, Sink. 
Out of a source fluid is appearing at a uniform rate/??( cu. ft. 
t\ per sec ) f or every f oot of a line indef initely long perpen-
';< dicul&r to the plane of motion. The fluid will spread out parallel 
to the plane of motion. in all directions with a velocity^', at 
every point of a circle of radius ̂ . This is deduced in the • 
'i following manner. 
Q=AV 
J77-l/;/27Tf>)x/' 
1/ ==velocity of efflux s 
«=• area through which f lu id i s passing at the time 
ra te of / t fcu . f t . per sec. 
SO W/>=£f 
v'=o 
.-. J "%j(p,c(-e-= fifre/-&- =*gfrG--t- constant 
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Lety/=0 where ß" = O 
constant 
Then (f/ -2jf~& 
This Equation is the stream function of a source. For the case 
where the fluid disappears at the rate'-/tfwe have a negative 
source or a sink. .̂. 
Hence the Equation of the stream function for a sink or for a 
source of strength=/pri.s 
Stream Function for the combination of a source and a sink of 
g 
equal strer̂ Jh. 
Let A be the point where axis of source passes -tfnrough plane 
of motion. 




Quant ity of fluid per sec. passing öutward £T-Qm-\B.QyiTCGJ&eiweeQ-
X-äxls and radial line AP - J|fü>r 
Quant ity of fluid jbas sing inward to sink TDetween.^ax^s and 
radial line BP = —gw'&i 
But ^^^^-^m^-f^^l^i^ - tantir-tcwlk = *£sr- z 
J+JanQfMA / ^ k r ^ f 
,. X&fi/S-J&f&S - 2V$ 
~ per-s* +y* ~ 7&+yi-$*' 
To determine the Equation of a stream line;. 
Let iu be the value of (1/ at every poiivt ön a, particiila-r 
stream line. 
f&& ffrT':~eonstant ~A 
A -• • 2 Y^S. . _. 
^ ~ X*fj/*-S* * 
or Xx-f(y ~%?~*= ßf"~il+A?) ^Equation of stream line} 
But this is the Equation of a eiTcle with center at (0jj& • 
mere :U = 0 ""• "*-'-'~ 
Te+^gv+m^+s-
* • 7C :=-Juo. ' • > . • • # • . 
p3y a very simple anaiysis then it has "been shown that all 
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the streamlines are circles and all pass through the axis of 
,1, 
source and sink. 
Let J7jF = 5r 
Graphica.1 construct ion of streamlines^for source and sink of 
equal s t rength . 
DOUBLET. ;r 
• ; " 4 • • 
Where-a source and a sink of equal »trength have been brought 
together until the distance between them is a line of infini-
tesimal length the resulting stream function is said to be that 
of a doublet. This streafti Function will be the limiting one 
14 
obtained by allowingi^yito approach zero while "keeping= the 
product ofÄ::-and.-«::..Go-ristant in the expression for the strea-m 




Let2/^2/^s^^oonstsjyt = strength of combination 
x *** / f (x^fCsW 
-2»r 
0*SB**y» - /M-f rfc*-«*-*2^^,-,* 
% u Y izirJ [(xt+y'-s*)*-?- jyus*j* 
a= -4L feVV-2fy±MS*+Sp* % 2TT (jCi+</2- $*)*•+ WS* 
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A study of the" expressfon for the resultant yelocity for the 
condition that the product;^;!^^/), is to remain constant 
shows that for points reraote from source and sink the resultant 





taking the partia.1 derivative of both si&es with respect to S 
Lets^-O and if •Jgrremains finite the stream function 
approaches 
Taking- the partial derivative with resrject t o ^ o f 
and then applying L'Hospital1s raethod for evaluation of 
inöeterminate quantities it is found that 
'zf » o m s—~o 
Thls being true the above Equation represents the stream 
function of a doublet. '?%.. 
* ' • • • • " -
Futhermore for the doublet 
m 
and s ince 
;: ? » ~ * * i ^ 
The stream func t i on for a doublet could have been der i i re^by: 
I n t e g r a t i o n in- the fo l lowlng manner: *C'• • 
,.For.a source "and sink of equäl' strength 
Let7$-+*.0:. Then the X and y components of velocity approaCh 
M -^(jfcyw 
Now s ince 
dp - jytdx. •? -%§dt/ -—vdx +ud</ 
' •"• • • f i M ^ ^ ^ 0 ^ ^ r'-^S-"::^'\ 
This l a s t expreÄiCi i -can be shöwn tö be an. &&&6&&^$¥&i?&i&$%^ 
I n t e g r a t i o n of i t g ives 
• (f* -&(X*¥m ^ c o i i s t a r i t ^ • 
Letjfcsröjrheie fX~0 •' \ : "7- • 
LUtß 
Then : ..• - -
This s tream func t ion combined wit;h one for a v^miibrM-vflöw-in 
17 
%he nega t ive d i r e c t i o n of X l eads to a very i n t e r e s t i n g r e s u l t , 




'7Z L xz+yl 
[C/Vconstant . 
^ 
btit we have assume< 
Ltf s c o n s t a n t . 
Thenx^7^^ oonstant, the Equation of a circle. 
Let the radius of this circle~~r#: 
x*+J/z*vz=&zr 
or /j -zrrazU 
Substituting in the Equation for the combined stream function 
Cfi - ~i/U\/—y&jt-t/z) EQuation 3. Or in polar co-orcLi-
(// = -z/o»- j£)s//?-e-
nates 
This expression represents the flow äbout a cylInder of a 
stream which at a remote distance. f rom the axis of the cylin-
X 
der i s uniform and has a v e l o c i t y —U pa , ra l l e l to t h e - a z i s . -
:fe ** •"' 
The axis of the cylinder passes throu^h the origln of . 
co-ordinates perpendicular to the' Xjf plane and is infinite 
in length. This flow can not be approximatid except in fluids 
having large internal friction like heavy oil, syrups,etc. 
In air the flow apyroximates very closely the ideal one of 
18 
the stream function on the upetream side but it breaks away 
very quickly if the air velocity is large compared with the 
radius "a" and leaves a large dead air spaoe on the downstream 
side. This function, however, is an important one in the theory 
of the flow of air about an airfoil as will be shown in later 
•jff-- «.j 
discussions. For a comparison of the taeoretical flow with 
the experimental see Fig. 14, page 31 of G-lauert!s "Aerofoil 
and Air-Screw Theory". 
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. ' BERNOULLI'S EQUATION 
The derivation of Bernoulli's Equation for steady rectilinear 
stream line flow in whicii the fluid elements do not receive 






For convenience only, as Biometrie stream tu'be between X and 
PC&4X to be a frustum of a right oirculai cone.. Let the b&.r-
ometric pressure in the fluid atX.be^? and ätX^AX , p+Af>. 
Let the radius of the stream tube at X be t and otXtAX, 





The average p re s su re an the s ides i s taken to be p+jApm\i&T& 
ÄADmeans a f r a c t i o n a l p a r t of Jbp . 
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Inspection of Fig. 10 permits the relation 
76^/7 oc-_ Ar 
AK 
Ar=• Axtanoc 
RSSULTANT FORCE ON A FLUID ELEMENT» 
Total force ät X = TTtxp < : 
Total foroe &X X+AX= Tr(r+AX.-fafi) ofy (p+Ap) 
Gomponent p a r a l l e l t ö X of the t o t a l force on the l a t e r a l 
area = [ 27rr+ zw ( r+AX-fomd 1 AK .(p+*Ap^ v SM** 
= 27Tr. AXlfa/7 <Xp> •/-7r fart*<X. pAX*-t-&7rrp ftWC* ApAX+Trforfej&LAp 
Resultant force = 
AF=Tl?Zp+ 2^r><^/7 <x .^%X£+7^^ 
27rr-h7/70C. jAp.AX.~7ft^-27T^^ 
- irr* Ap -zirr-kmoc; ApA xr n i&rj^ Ap* AX*. -*- Trf&/7*ccyApAx\ 
AF ~ zirr far?<x.yAp§t 7rfa/?%c. JAp. AX-wr**^P-
-27rrf*/7a.Ap-wii7n2<x*Ap.AXz 
Let ^ X - ^ O then Ap-*-O and Lim tA-
' AX+O 






A . (Volume) = volume of a oylinder of radius t and length«AX 
~h volume of portion of fruetum d-P cone due to t increas« 
ing to r-t-Ar as X changes from X to Xs+AX.* 
f. The latter Volume by the theory of Pappus is equal to the 
j area of the triangle ( AXr ied by the circum-
ference of a cirole whose radius is the distance from the X 
axis to the centroid of the triangle« 
:. A (Vbl) = irr^AX + % Trfr+AX-kwa. l (xx?far>cc 
, 3 i 'S 2* 
- irr2AX +. irr fa/7oc- AX* tiTtan*** A ^ Ajtfc/L = Tr/-




Lim **$& = dttoä^irr* 
^dfft/)^7rrac/x. : 




It iß now neoessary to get an expression for the acceleration 
of the fluid element at X* 5 
If the motion were not steady an observer at a point in the 
plane of motion would note that the velocity of a partiole as 
22 
it reached the point would be different from the velocity of 
the particle which preceded it. In other words the velocity 
would not only be different with a change of Position of an 
observer in the plane of motion but would also be different 
with a change of time. 
In mathematical language the velocity öf a particle iß a 
function of Position and time« So we write that for a 
perfectly general motion« 
Velocity^ V- F(*,/) 
^dV^cbc + ^-Jt 
but acceleration>-53r== ^&'^& + ^& 
and ̂ r^vCThe velocity of particle atx) 
However we assumed that V could only vary due to a change 
inX(a change in Position) when we set out to derive Bernoulli's 
Equation for steady motion. 
Therefore, 
Bf ° 
ÖV = ^ 
ax C/K 
and "i j s v» *&JL 
Assembling our expressions for mass, aceeleration and force 
in cfF* c/Af< ̂ T 
or ^ Ö , ¥-Ve/V*o 
Now for an incompressible fluid, as assumed, ̂ will not vary 
and we have an Equation we can integrate. 
Thus obtaining 
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p+^f>V2 =r ootistant - H. (4) 
This is Bernoulli's Equation for eteady flow of an incompre.ssible 
fluid. It wae derived on the assumption that there were no 
components of aeeeleration perpendicular to the velooity. The 
Equation is independent of x and it may be found applicable 
for flows which have curvilinê r stream^ubes. In fact it will 
be shown that its applioation is not as restricted as the assump-
tions would indicate. 
BERNOULLI>S EQUATION FOR A FLOW IN WHICH THE STREAM LINES ARE 
OIROLES« 
This is the simplest case of a flow in which the fluid ele-
ments receive components of aeeeleration due to a change in 
direction of their velocities. Furthermore, such a raotion 
g 
oecurs in air in the form of whirlwinds, Colones, etc. We 
know that such & motion could not be started in a fluid with-
out viscosity and therefore we will assume enough viscosity 
in the air to get the motion started. Qnce started we will 
neglect the influence of viscosity. There are many kinds of 
air motion where the effect of viscoßity is negligible from 
a practieal Standpoint and this type of motion comes under 
such a Classification except in regions of excessive velo-
city or öf very great changes of velooity along a line 
perpendicular to the streamlineSo 
If the motion is steady and the streamlines are circlee 
the magnitude of the velocity Sit every point on the same circle 
must be constänt for if not the fluid would have to be compXBßSible 
24 
which ie contrary to our basic assumption, incompressibility« 
Fig. 11 
"' ELEMENTARY MASS, 
• M M m M M B M M O T a a M M a a a 
Volume of ring =s[7r(r*Ar}- 77/̂ J* v / £ = 7r(2rAr+Ar2)>* / 
Volume per radian» WferAr-hAT2) g XAr+Ar? 
Volume for-d^-part of a radian= ./-. <d/\ A-&-+ Af-Af-
A (mass) *y6rArA&+p< AT^är 
4 H 




RESULTANT FOROE PN AN ELEMENT. 
Let Resultant foroe on mass [pr*rA&+jQ*r?'*&^ = AF 
Area Area 
AF=p[rA&x/i¥$+2^ s/nj&-(p+Ap)>< 
[Cr+ArjA&><lft]=pr£& + 2p. AK- sirtAfr + 2 yApArs/nA&-
"Djp&&~rApA&-pArA&^ApALrA[& 
VaeriZAF ± op S/n4& y .^ <*A*£fnjr-r4LB.-p-AP 
ArA& r A~& ' f A&- Air r r 
as 
as Ar 
<A4~-~o Lim sw^P = -£ <?/so as Ar+o Ap+o 
A&+0 A-&- 2 ' 
o Lim Ap = c/p 
Ar^o ATr ifr-
L/m AF rp-rj&-pa-r^ 
^+0 ArAfr . <#F r . &F 
**+0 ... Jp^-^, c/rc/*> =-rc/pc/*~ 
Note: F o r a perfectly general motion the^Lim f*would have 
been^^but for our discussionyb does not vary with & and 
Lim ^B-^c/fi 
Ar-o*r <fr 
AOOELERATION OF AN ELEMENT. 
The only oomponent of aooeleration for the as surrte d motion 
is one toward the o&nter of the circle due to a ohange in 
direction of the velocity. 
V * ,\ aooeleration^ ^ — 
Sinoe the resultant foroe along any line is equal to the 
mass upon which the foroe acte imiltiplied by the oomponent 
parallel to that line of the aooeleration of the mass oenter 
''-^xJp^^/^r^fc^*) 
.\ -i/p ~/oV'*af/~ 
This Equation is in agreement with the original aseumptions 
for inspection shows that no variable is a function o f ^ 
26 
JBernortLli'B Equation was derived for ohanges in the magnitude 
of the velocity along a stream line. There is no change in 
magnitude of velooity or pressure along the assumed ciroular 
stream lines. If any change occurs in either the pressure or 
the magnitude of the velocity it will "̂e along a line (the 
radius in this case) perpendicular to the stream lines. 
It is common Observation that in whirlwinds, cyclones, eto« 
the velocity decreases as the radius from the center of the 
disturbance increases. We have no way of knowing the exact 
law of Variation of the velocity with the radius except 
by experiment. All we know is that it decreases as the radius 
increases. A simple law of Variation would be 
r 
where C =* constant. 
This would make the magnitude of the velocity inversely pro-
portional to the radius. While it may not be this way in 
nature, it constitutes a good firet assumption. 
Substituting-^- for r and-^^for (/r 
in </p-/c3t. </r 
c/p+/oVc/V=o 
tntegrating 
Jb + £yo yK co/?s/&/?f=// 
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Therefore if we have a circular stream line flow of an incom-
pressible, non-viscous fluid in whioh:..«?••:£;(a constant)r 
Bernoullifs Equation expresses the relationsaip between the 
pressure at any point and the velooity at that point although 
changes in the magnitude of the velooity can only öccur along 
a line perpendicular to the stream line. 
>From all of the preceding discussion it is obvious that if 
the Variation of the magnitude of the velooity with the radius 
•; is according to any other law thanl *^~C the quantity H can 
not be a constant but must also vary-with the radius». 
AN INTERPRETATION OF BERNOULL.I«3 EQUATION« 
Bernoulli's Equation haßi. been derived by considering changes 
in vector quantities. It is evident that the result does npt 
if express a relationship between vector quantities. Oonsider 
T the units of the terms: P*is in pounds per Square foot but 
it could just ae well be written 
/texft - ft/As 
The unlts of xj/^are 
\i The units of each term, therefore, can^sepresent ênergy per 
icubic foot of the'fluid. The pressure term will represent a 
r Potential energy and the term^Atf^ill* represent kinetic 
energy. On this basis Bernoulli's Equation is applicable to 
28 
any flow in which there are no losses or gains in total energy« 




In a steady flow where the streara lines are circles Y'r*G. 
>•- Since:*r is a constant it could be taken equal to—L-» Making 
"this Substitution 
K is called the circnlation« It seeme to be a rather artifioially 
defined quantity in view of the difficulty one has of graep-
r ing its physical significance. In spite of this it is a very 
l useful quantity and should be thoroughly understood. Suppose 
that an observer followed a closed curve always keeping his 
left hand on the inside oî  the curve and that the motion was 
F/&./2 
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ch that: at every point of the curve the fluid had a compo-
nt of velocity along the tangeiit to the curve with the, same 
ense as the motion of the observer, then the observer would 
onclude that the fluid was »circulatiag" around the closed 
\xve* But this is only a qualitative conception of it. 
•at' ' 
nstruct a curve with an abscissa equal to the distance from 
4he starting point to any potont on the closed curve and with 
Ifcn ordinate equal to the tangential component of the velocity 
at that point« The area, to the proper scale, between this curve 
and the abscissa axis is the circulation. This would be equi-
valent to building a picket fenee around the curve raaking 
each picket perpendicular to the plane of motion and of a 
,*length equal to the tangential component of the velocity at 
fthe picket, The area of this picket fence would be the circu-
lation around the closed curare. In construeting the picket 
fence the builder must travel around the curve, facing the 
way he is going, keeping his left arm on the inside of the 
curve and he must consider a picket positive if the tangential 
' component. of velocity which it represents has the same sense 
as his direction of motfton. All tangential components will 
not necessarilly be of the same sign, If there is more positive 
than negative area the circulation is positive and vice-»versa. 
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round the wing of an airplane the oirculation is made up of 
ferne sign of area above the wing and the other sign below the 
ing but the area above is greater, For the flow which has 
ircular stream lines eaoh picket is V high and the fence is 
TOT long and the ar#a of the fence is Ĵ TTTV' . All this leads 
p to the mathematical Statement of the circulation. 
Z^Jacas'ccdfs 
Ü Fig. 12. 
0:.ss resultant velocity at any point. 
cc ** angle between line of q and the tangent to curve. 
o&= elementary length of arc at the point. 
The integral is to be taken all the way around the curve in 
•the positive direction and is called a line integral. 
The stream function for the case with circular stream lines. 
From Equation 3* 
dr V 
But V = ^ : 
de 
and Substitutlng these relations in 
de d& ^ dr d^ Jv= 
^•Vt/r^^f 
Integrating 
*/* =~~~2jr log r "*" oohstant 
Let ^*=#where r =» a 
- A' 
0 jg^plog a -/- constant 
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Then 
^ ~ <?zr l o g x~+'2rrXo* a ~ 2 T T X ° Z & 
For the special case where a=unity 
RESULTANT FORCE OF A FLUID IN MOTION, 
The computation of the resultant force on a cylinder of radius 
"a* of a perfect fluid with the following stream function 
•m 
P^&/(/-£) =-U{r -£) sin & 
is zero, 
The polar form of the above equatIon is the best for demon-
stratio this. 
Fig. 13. 
Since the stream function is the same for every foot of the 
cylinder of infinite length, the force on every foot will be 
""3 
the same and it will only be necessary to consider one foot 
of its total length. 
Let p » barometric pressure at any point on cylinder» 
Let elementary area ~ ^7<T^ x /ff. 
h%% 4F~ total force on elementary area =pc7</& 
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ffhen (dF)^=Horizontal oomponeiit of d F s / ? ^ casScfB 
id (dF)y
 Ä Vertical component of dJ^po S/n&afe 
How 
/-2tr 




p ~t"j2(>{f— H i s applicable to this case since there 
ß nothing whioh can inorease or decxease the to ta l energy, 
the fluid being non-viscous. The Equation,however,must be 
.taken in the pressure sense. 
p^ff-JFptf 
/jf= ///<? co3<9 c/0 —^oa qzco60dö 
^~u'r - -U(r~^) cosö 
and 
•§ß = • ' = u(/-r^\ s,n 6 
And for r Ä a 
U 
9 =\/w
z^h r* - i(f+2U$/f>dZ = 2U&r>& 
Remembering that H, ü, and a are not variables for this In-
tegration 
• i*tr rZTT 
'/%- /ialco$ßc/& —2u&0 I s//feco*&c/& 
Je Jö 
• y/a *tne -2Üpa ^f^ 
2ir 
= 0 
r27r f2tr r 5 ^ 
/y « — I p a smß cfo =7 M& *s//?0i/8 -~2f>& /<7*<sm0d& 
- / n 
*2w. -27T 
J3L 
= -Ha /s/nOc/0 +2Uba / s//Wc/6 
But sm%^(/^cosss\smO - s/nB — co$*0<s//?0 
j*. 21l5pMcgs& 
\27T 
/y ^IHa co&e -2Z/facos& ~J-
= o 
Therefore, a perfect fluid having the assumed stream function 
oan not exert any force on the submerged cylinder other than 
that due to buoyancy* A simple inspection of 
/> •* / /- /^> <%*= / / - 2 p U*<s/*ae 
would have shown that no fesultant force could be obtained. 
H is constant and therefore for every pressure of H at the 
end of a diameter there is an equal and opposite one at the 
other end of the same diameter. This being true for every di-
ameter, the part of p dependent on H can not produee a resul-
tant force. The identical reasoning can be applied to the ;.-
2o & <s/r?2ß j&rni. 
LIFT ON A OYLINDER SUBMERGED IN A FLUID. 




the ßymmetrical nature of the flow could be ohanged, then we 
might expect a force» In the early days of Aeronautical 
science Lanchester predicted that the nature of this flow would 
have to toe circulatory» Adding the stream function for circu- ' 
lar stream line flow to the above one we get 
*=-u(r-2*)M0-£/of£ 
30 = "'^ = -l/w—ßjcosS 
and on the cylinder where r~a 
u«o 
viSUsln ̂ j * L 
Substituting in 
p'rt-Z-pf* 
The H term being conetant can not contribute to a resultant 
force so we will ignore it. Then 
/r - ~L „f/Ctrr* **> + 2&*s'n® . ffs\ M - ,. 
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,2ir 
2pü / sin*& cos 6 &0 Ä 0 from a pieceding Integration] 
— — / cos O d ö — 0. 
477a / d i t t o . 
2UK f*" 2ÜK 
•" / s i n ^ c o s ^ d ^ ^ L_ 
^ a jL 7Ta 









-2 1 3, 
) 
^ ^ J y >s/s?&c/& 










For b ft« of a cylinder Fy - riUKb, 
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This being a positive y force it raust represent a litt* This 
is a very important fact and is the basis for theoretical de-
terminations of lift frora an airfoil. A theory will be presen-
ted where-by the circle of radius "afl can be transformed into 
the shape of an airfoil and the flow ar^und the cylinder can 
be transformed into the flow about the airfoil in such a 
manner that the magnitudes of the velocities at all points 
of the airfoil surface can be computed. Knowing these veloci-
ties ;the pressure at any point on the airfoil can be calcula-
ted by application of Bernoulli!s Equation. With this Infor-
mation a pressure distribution curve can be plotted. Moreover, 
for small angles of attack experimental pressure distribution 
curves check the theory« 
VORTIOITY. 
In the case of the flow ^ 
v r .= c 
or 
2TTT V'- K 
the circle about the origin can be 
taken with a radius of Ar, 
/S^^yr-Ar-V - 7r-2rr\^jz 
If the fluid in the volume TT-As** / was solid then it would 
•:.t 
be rotating and its surface velocity, V, divided by its radius, 
Ar, would be its angular velocity. If <dA~is a finite measur-
able distance for the actual fluid Voraust get larger as Ar 
decreases V ' - ^ P ^ S T H « Where A/f -J5""V tf~ ffAr • V n i c n shows 
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that if the radius is made half as much^the velocity is doub-
led. Now this is exactly opposite to what happens in pure 
rotation in which the velocity varies directly wit$i the radius 
[V-co^J , gut if Arhe decreased to an infinitesimal dis-
v' 
tance then in the l i m i t ^ can be and is taken as the average 
angular velocity of the infinitesimal volume TT-
Let 7f3F » <s(s , then 
K = ds -£üJ 
The quantity 2t*) is given the name of vorticity. 
Suppose that the c/dsed figure about any point is taken to 
be a rectangle and the velocity at the center of the rectangle 









" £ < * 
"%4 
Fig. 14«. 





2 Y[average angular ve loc i ty of the elementJ 
so 
and K- 2u)c/s 
dr — d*A • Ä 
dx dy J 
£j£ -. du < 
W^-Jy 
If a t a point in the f lu id 
& +& •* 
we will know that the vortioity at the point is zero and that 
there is no circulation about the point« 
For a flow the stream function of which is 
*—iäMy =-|£^(*aA^) 
J<e _ /f 
£y 4ir 
_2y_ 
<)P _ /T 2x 












AC J/g~ X* 
~ 2TT (X*+y*J 
ff. #** 
JX1'•' Jy*~ ~27T 
,-Z/.y-2-%2~ 
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For every point in the plane except the origin 
£****?]/* ~^ i , e # n o yötäc/ty; iv 
At the origin 
g», d'P_ O r -, 
J~yp- &u* ~" O linde terminate.J 
' '"C 
But on any circle with its center at t'ne origin 
K=277'rV'= rrr22co 
At the origin therefore 
<? - K_ - '\£?4.f*\ ^^^ZF^^]^^^\ 
A MORE IflVOLVED ILLUSTRATION QF VORTICITY, 
Suppose that we had assumed that v r = C when we were 
discussing circular stream line flow. In such a case 
_.*2£W=_c 
- ££, _ c , 
Jr e*'~ ~ 7=2 <*'-
c 
"/" V = "t~ -p: -f- constant. 
Assume *f-0 where r - o o , then the constant will be zero and 
d/ — C 
The expression for vorticity is rather involved for this stream 
function if we attempt to get an expression for it by use of 
2OÜ = 
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The expression will be simplified if we derive and use the -
polar form. 
Pig. 15. 
Let u' and v' be the components of veloeity at P. 
— \u'~*"j?~~z?e ^&\ '&'— < / " -
/ cV 
2 ~Zr *Jr-\>~a& 
jK'=t>fs4:-z§g'<//~4/e +?>v^ +v'*!>-</* +2-ä?ro'*-c/<9 
/di/' / äv' +23?-+**'* - * * -zä**** - ^JL&f v /^ +2~^r r^ofe 
- <?•' äv' / <?•' 
£r rZö+r ^ z r £K ^ J r ^&& 
Clearly ^—»-f-^dr is negligible or in other worde in the 
r ^r / Bv 
preceding expression p"^-"c/f*c/&%® ot higher order than any 




4£ = c/: d* 
€>(l/ -„' 
- • & = 
• -L.S&- AML 
<f& _ £S 
F̂* - S7~ 
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But dS=r<fadr. 
r*M" = ^ o ) . ^ 
- ^ ^ _z ML+J- ^k 
orz r r oh ^~ r* ^©^ 





~7>7r - />* 
^F*~ i-pa 
Vorticity at any point --Zu) - (-=y—y&) ~ -iri r* 
2«>*-& or *, IAS- r 9 
This means that there is vortioity at every point in the plane 
43 
and not just at the origin as in the case where 
y~-Trt'lo9K 
MEQHAflTSM OF VQRTIOITY. 
Because an element of fluid whose volume is a cylinder of 
radius dr with an axis 1 ft* long and passing through any point 
B in the plane is so closely analagous to a roller bearing 
it is worth while to make the effort to understand it. The 
Q 
velocity of the point B of the fluid is -£5 . The velocity of 
Fig* 16.. 
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point G is 
*«W#1* 
C ZCCfr-
% ~ T* ~ f* 
and of point A is 
A ri *,* •<,• 
We will next determine the relative veloeities of B and C 
with respect to A. Since two points will continue to have the 
same relative velocity if the same velocity is subtracted 
from each we can get the relative veloeities of B and 0 with 
respect to A if the velocity of A is subtracted from A,B, and 
0 for this makes A stand still and whatever veloeities B & G 
have after subtraction will be their veloeities relative to 
A. But this gives a backward velocity to B of -̂ y- dr and a 
backward velocity to G of -y^ dr. But these are the identical 
r̂elative veloeities the sgeme points on a roller bearing would 
•:have with respect to a shaft whose outside radius was that of 
the fluid of radius (r~dr). The roller bearing would serve 
to step down the velocity from that of the shaft to that of 
the sleeve of radius (rV-dr) just as the circulating fluid 
around point B Steps down the velocity in the fluid from 
yr*i- 4^" d* a*b A to ^ - T ^ d r at G. Hence all the fluid 
contained in the ring between the radii (r,-dr) and (r,*dr) 
acts like a set of roller bearings would act between a shaft 
of radius (r^dr) and a sleeve of inside radiuö r,-fdr« 
Since r, is any radius this explanation applies to any point 
in the entire plane. The füll significanee of this can best 
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be understood after a further study of Bernoull^s Equation. 
VARIATIONS OF H IN BERNOULLI"S EQUATION. 
Let s n distances measured along a stream line. 
and r — distances measured perpendicular to a stream line. 
Now 
But along a stream line of a non-viscous, incompresslble fluid 
the quantity H in Bernoulli^ Equation can not vary unless 
energy is added or subtracted in some way. 
In general, therefore 
Similarly 
^ r + P ^ ^ 




da _ du 
"t~e£7rr> ///7G& A, 
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fCirculation around the elementary area iö 
K * fy +^$rdt\ (r+cfr)d&-qtcJe-
And neglecting infinitesimale of higher order 
K * J£. rdrd&+ qrd^-
+ -^-]rdrt/& 
There oan be no componint of velooity perpendicular to the 
etream lines, so 
g*V - .~.z>.u'-
~ K ^& -0 
•'. g f y . _£Lz2tt)=rvorticity 
substituting 2*J f or g f ^ jg_ in g / ^ 
3$tL~/0<?' z&) 
Wr"~rj 
Therefore, changes in H »long a line perpendicular to stream 
lines are producgd by vorticity. 
Returning to the discuä&ion of the flow for which </**=. ~~ 
we are able to conclude that Bernoulli's Equation does not 
apply because for this oase 
and since 
jg//. c_./>r' 
^ZTF ~ . r ' 
The only possible m y according to our assumptions H can 
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fchange i s with respeot to r ; so, ^if/becomesJ2(JtL» Also 
Therefore, 
v -7=3 
27 " r* 
This means that a ehange in r from r to ry-dr is aecompa-
nied by a loss in total energy per cu. rt. of the fluid of 
<̂ 2£- which appears as an energy of vorticity in the region 
between r and rfdr and this region acts as multiple roller 
bearings in stepping down the velocity. 
0IR0ULATI03ST AROUND A OLOSED CÜRVE WHIOH ENOLOSES ANY NÜMBER 
OF VORTICES. 
•1* 
e d . 
\ ' 
• ? * 
F £ 
•Pi T ° 
& A 




The line integral around the vortex whose center is at P 
is taken along the .path ABOD and around the vortexAP^along 
the path AEFB. Nöir th& directions of the velocities at the 
Points are fixed and a line integral from A to B must have 
the opposite sign to one from B to A» But for the vortex 
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at P/ the Integration was taken from A to B and for the vortex 
at PÄfrom B to A. The circulation then about P, £L P2 is the line 
integral taken along the line AEFBO. It is apparent from this 
that in getting the algebraic sura of all the oirculations 
around all the vortices within the closed curve abcdefo the 
line integral along any interior bound line will be taken twice, 
once in the positive direotion and once in the negative direotion, 
and the circulation along that line will be zero. flow the strefjjh 
of a vortex being the circulation around it, the strength of 
all the vortices enclosed within the curve is the circulation 
around the curve oabcdefo because the exterior bound line is 
the only one along which the line integral was taken in one 
direotion only. This is not a ri@0*£öu8 mathematical proof;it 
is put forward solely as an explanation* 
5* 
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THE VELOCITY POTENTIAL. 
Fig. 19. 
The circulation around the closed curve OAPBO has alreaĉ r been 
defined as the line integral of the tangential component of 
the velocity taken in the same sense as sequence of the 
letters OAPBO.That part of; the line integral obtained frpm 
OAP we name^ and that part obtained from ^O.p^ • If we 
ftook the line integral from o to P along OBP we would be in-
tegrating in a negative sense and therefore 
i OBP <P> P80 
If there is no vorticity at any point inside the closed 
curve OAPBO the circulation around the curve %B zero and 
therefore 
6 +<t> = 0 
VAP TPBO • 
or 




Therefore, if there is no vorticity at any point in the plane 
there oan be but one value of $ at any point in the plane 
and it makes no difference what curve the line integral is 
taken along so long as it joins o to P. 
Fig. 19. 
mr =. tangential oomponent of q to the curve OAP. 
mn = 4/coŝ -
sr'= v 
tt*= n ' r ' - s r ' s i n ^ = v s i n # 
mr = mn ^ nr s u c o s £ + v sini0-
« q coscfc 
so 
q cosöD Ä u cos^-/-v §in-$-
But 
p - f qcosadsr-\(ucos&ds+vsw&c/s) 
P JOAP JOAP 
ote: . - _, 
\ 0 COSGCcfs iß the symbol for the line integral along^ 
JÜÄP 
the line OAP*. 
But T ^/ 
/ sinfc-pZ-
and after making this Substitution 
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The elementary part of (f) , &p , at the point m (any point) 
ie udxy-vdy. 
dfi = udx-*t-vdy 
We already know that the oomponents u and v depend upon the 
Position of the point in the plane (they are functions of x 




dp - M>4*+^Jy=udx+/ty 
Equating coef f ic ien t s of l ike terms 
<>0 









d<j> __ dys 
~&# Ö7C 
jONTINUITY» 
If a fluid is incompressikle and there is nÖ souroe or sink 
ithin a region the quantity of fluid entering a region in a 
>eriod of time xmiat "be exactly equal to the quantity which 
leaves during that same period. For such a region, 
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Outf low =• Inf low. 













Inflow w i l l be under AB and AD. 
Outf low w i l l be under BO an$* DO. 
Average v e l o o i t y across the area AB-1 f t . s ^ ^ ^ ^ -rV+£-^ga(fy 
Average v e l o c i t y across the area AD»1 f t . =: V-/- -3- ~^dx 
Inf low =udy V / j^cty + vdx+£ Jjg äx 
Average v e l o o i t y across the area BO * 1 ^•~V+ttdy+^^dxi-]jr$ißx.dydx 
Average v e l o c i t y across the area DO * 1 f t . ~ U+ 'Sjtdxlyjif ^di/i-^^^d^dx 
. / ^ . x '. „ t^S%s T-*2 / A*lf ''"-r-Z' •/• -%... j»« ^ «?. 
Outf low ~ 
— Inflow * — 
'+^dytfa^d>f+ £^dydxz+v<$+ ffirsfack 
Oft. 
— ds d£/ o = ^tfydc+Mdfet* 



















ÖXZ^ öj/2 u 
And this is our criterion for continuity and is called La 
»laee's Equation for two dimensional motion. 
JCRITERION FOR OTIQUENESS OF VELOCITY POTEHTIAL. 
If the line integrale of the tangential components of velopity 
falong all curves joining o to P are equal the velocity poten-
Mal at P has one and only, one yalue. It is therefore a unique 
value. In Fig. 19 it was shown that if there is no vorticity 
enclosed within the ourve OAPBO that 
0 =0 
TOAP rOßP 
Hence, if there is no vorticity at any point in the plane <ß 
will have,a unique value at every point in the plane* This 
means that the criterion for circulation at any point in the 
plane must give a zero value, which means thüt there is no 
vorticity at any point. 
_ bV dz/_ vorticity = 2ud=Jgz~%y- Q 
_ dp dV^ d fd<fi ) 
V- dy SO "djc-axlöpJ 
_ dd> dV- a f dd> ) 
u- ÖX so dt/*" dy\ 3% / 
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Therefore 
But this is the condition that 
dfi=tfdx +vd(/ 
be a perfect or an exact differential.< 
In Differential Equations an equation iß said to be exact 
if it is a perfect differential. Thus dF-Mdxf-Ndy is exact 
if 
dAf_ dN 
dy ~ "3x" 
In our case 
Note: $ is assumed to be a continuous function with continuous 
partial derivatives. 
£> /cX^l - b f c><t>\ 2 d20 
' ' ~5Jf(dx] " <2x(WyJ? ayax 
ILLUSTRATION QF AN EXAQT DIFFERENTIAL, 
Let F = x5ya 
dF=-j&dx +-§f</t/ = Mdk -hA/cft/ 
s_3x2-y!2'c/x+- 2x3#dy 
From all that has been illustrated a:nd proven a flow will 
have a unique value of velocity potential at every point in 
the plane if the right hand side of the equation for d^ is 
an exact differential. 
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BftUATIONS OF VELOOITY POTENTIAL FOH A FEW USEFUL TYPES OF FLOW. 
1« Uniform flow parallel "*to the axis of x: 
^>Uy 
df = ^dx + M y - UC/A tO<fy 
<fi-U >'(i x -̂ -constant 
Assign any value to constant, usually taken to be zero, 
2. Source at origin: 
t'fc* 
r We-~ r gif - u - 7>r 
\-§?=o=«"=^M 
d^ = urdr + v'rd^-
*&& + &+ 
^ x ^ l o g r 









COS^S=: - JZfo 
äs 
ubetituting the latter reiation 
*•&+ q c o s CO ds ^ U'Jz?***Y~ ~*~ ¥ süt^ / 
= df = u'dr f v«rd£-.-§£** + -j&rffr 
Equating coefficients of like independent variables 
- = # 
v*r — 




Thie is an exaot differential equation since 
JL(M ££££-)-_ Jl s//?-e-_ _jD rj/ S//?&)_ M S/J7& 
d&[,Z7T r* / 27T t2 ~ dr\2fT ./"*/" 2TT rz 
Solution: Integrate-^~ dr, keeping ̂ "constant, and introduce 
et 
a funetion of -9-, /F(#)7 » instead of a constant Integration.' 
Differentiate the result with reepect t$ -& and equate to 4sSjO 
c . This latter will determine F(T9"). 
*käw^- ßu egs&tff- M cos&,rs~) Wr^-Jlm —j2—'--zir ~r~ + ̂ (*i 
ö& 27T r 27T~> 
and 
T(-&-) =conßtant# 
subß t i tu t ing , 
' — ~~2ff " /» ^ constant. 
L e t ^ = 0 w n e r e / ^ z £ 3 S ° " t l ia 'b constant » 0 
Therefore, 
r tfT r 
4, For the flow 
p*-Z7jA7&(r-ß-*)- Jjp /öf-f 
-d t f ' - az\-^ £# Wr=%%.=-Ucose(r- -f)=r§f 
v' = &=trsi*+(/+g)+&.jr ---Ljl 




f-§rrfr -J-Ucos^.(t--ß*yr-- ^Ueos-e-(r+y£)+Ffe) 
ifiäP*+*J&"-
F ( ^ ) - ^ t f / cons tant 
ubstituting, 
(j) =:-'& CQB&(T+0)+3£& -y-eonetant. 
Let w-0 where*^* — U c o s ^ ( r i ^ ) then the constant = 0. 
herefore, 
^ s-u ooBGU+ß^+^re-
For the assumed flow 
j** ^-a - Y » J / I 2 
g>(fr . . . . ~2CJ/. - _Ü1 wr 
2CX •W-y-(x*+p*)* j j | 
But 
In this oase 
- -2ctxvffar+&ott* _ 6cn*-2ex* 
~ /**?/*> --fipTjspr-/ dt i - v-jyrx /i/ )-<9ar*_ >gĝ *-&vr 
' <*y / ~ fif**fW ~ 7x*7y*p 
Jp($fö is not equal to ^ ^ 
»and there is no unique value of <̂  for every point in the plane, 
There will be as many values otjf at a point as there are differ-
ent curves joining the origin to the point* 
LINES OF CONSTANT VELOOITY POTENTIAL« 
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For any fluid flow there are lines representing constant values 
|of 0 just as there are lines which represent constant values of^» 
futhermore, the lines of constant values of <p intersect those of 
«constant values of ̂> except at Stagnation points, (points where 
i 
the resultant velocity is zero), always at ninety 'degreee* 
P =Jff:U97) . 
0-0(x,y) < 
&fi r-^fdx + J^dv ~-vdx*udy 
_ 6 > i 6.0 zz 
O n a l ine ^ = $ ~cons tan t , d ^ = 0 
.For any such l ine 
0 •= — vdx + udy 





On a l ine 0-0 - c o n s t a n t , dj^~ 0 
For any such l ine 
O—udxV-vdy .** 
dy — _ u * 
dx *~ v 
The line of 0t will intersect the line o f ^ at some point(x,1% )• 
These co-ordinates when substituted in the equations of u and v 
will give u,and v, . The slope of 0t at the point of intersection 
will be 




The slope of 0, at the point of intersection will be 
/ dy \ _ u^ 
1 näi "' 
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The two slopee at the point of intersection are negative 
receprocals and the\tangente are therefore perpendicular 
to each other. 
M 
Fig. 31. 
At a point on a stream line: 
let distances parallel to Ühe tangent be represented by s. 
let distanoes perpendicular to the tangent be represented by n. 
let (J/foT the stream line shown as a dotted line be^-/* d^.. 
let 0 for the Potential line shown as a dotted line be^-^-d^ 
There can be no component of the resultant velocity q 
parallel to n, and consequently 
d^=J^?dn T̂ -0-ds 
\ But d ^ quantity of fluid passing through th# area dn*l ft. 
per unit time. 




If &d be taken equal to älfr, de will be equal to dn which will 
cause the streamlinee and potential lines to form a network 
of small Squares. Because at any point dLs must be taken parallel 
to the stream line at that point and dn perpendicular to the 
stream line at that point the eides of visible and measurable 
four sided areas will be curved except in a few special cases. 
The angle8, however, will always be right angles. These facts 
regarding elementary Squares formed by intersecting stream 
and potential lines will be very helpful in understanding the 
relation between the flow around a cylinder and the flow 
around an airfoil, the cyMnder havtmg been transformed into 
an airfoil and the flow having "been transformed from one 
around the cylinder to another around the airfoil. 
THE OOMPLEX VARIABLE. . 
In the Solution of the quadratic equation 
ZÄ-2az+c = 0 
Zf =/af |( a*- c and Z^/a-^a*- c J 
then the corresponding values of 
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Jbut if a^-c^: —b, the value of z is z^aTfbjT-l. For centuries, 
mathematicians called this value of z an imaginary root but 
Gauss,Argand,and Weesel working independently gave a meaning 
to this expression by perceiving that it could represent a 
point in a plane. The "a" distance they called real and 
measured it along the x axis but the "b1^ distance they called 
imaginary and measured it along the y axis and denoted it 
ib. The x axis is,therefore,called the axis of reals and the 
y axis,the axis of imaginaries« 
and means that 
Fig« 22. 
The absolute value of z is indicated by zr 
only a distance is considered, the sign being suppressed. 
z, | = yaV? 
The fact that such equations ae the one oited always give two 
imaginary roots which are conjugate allows a simple method 
of determining z • 
Let z = x -/- iy 
and z"= x — iy 
I * _ = 




but i2= jl-iy1] =-1 
*'* IZN 
This method has elegance and power in many mathematical 
analyses. 
The following analysis carried out by Euler gives another 
rery useful, if not the most useful, expression for Z. 
Fig. 23. 
Let = r, 
• xf = r# cos-&) 
y,= r, sin-0; 
so that in general 
Z~r( cos-0-y-i sintf-) 
I Zdepends on both r and-0-and an infinitesimal increment in 
Z will be 
dz s "y^ d r -*- -^z&&~ 
= (co8«^-y- i ein^) dr + r(— sin#"/-i cos-^d^* 
but —l=i and we may write 
,2. dz = (cos-e--/- i ein0)dr •/- r(i sin-^-^ i co8-0)d-#-
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rewri t ing 
^ (cos-e-i- i s in£)dr f- r ( c o s ^ f i sin0)id-0-
^ r(cos-0- -/• i sin0)-^~ f r ( c o s # -/- i sin^)idi9-
dz - dz - . dr .jLidifr. 
r(cos-ö*-fi sind} — z ~* r 
But thie last equation is a differential equation every term 
of which is integrable directly. 
Integrating 
log^ z "=: log^ r «/- l& 
Because log ß - 1 
u 
log^ z =. log^ x j - 1-& log^ e n log^ r / log^, e'*" 
— log re?^" 
v̂  
or 
z r re'"*". 
The constant of integration can be made zero. 
We now have * 
z r: re'^z: r(cos^ + i sin^) 
so that 
e'1^"— c o s ^ -f i sin-Ä 
1 ADDITION OF OOMPLEX HUMBERS. 
$ " ' ' • ii • 
f 
) Let zt~ a -/• ib 
and Zj?rc •/• id  
z / y- z ^ r (a + c)f i ( b -f d) 
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Fig. 24. 
I SUBTRAOTION QF OOMPLEX NUMBERS. 
Let Z/ = a + i"b 
and Zt. - c + id 
:,- z^ 5(a-c)> i(b-d) 
/v^Ä 
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MULTIPLIOATION OF OOMPLBX NI3MBEE3. 
The form of a complex number arrived at by Euler is the best 
one for multiplication, division, raising to a power, extrac-
tion of a root, eto» 
i*r Let zy- r, e 
and Zy - r̂  e*"^ 
f 
z/ z^ = r / ^ e 
ifö+e*) 
The absolute value of the product is equal to the product of 
the absolute values and the angle of the product is equal to 
the sum of the angles of the complex numbers« 
P 
Fig. 26» 
^OOD constructed similar to-^OAB» We can write because of 
8imilarity 
OB OD OB OD 
= or _ _ — _ 
OA 00 1 Ä . 00 . 
iking 
OD=OB*OG 
but OD = z,- s^=rre**"* r^e** ~ r, r ^ e * ^ * ^ . 
DIVISION OF OOMPLEX NUMBERS* 
Let z; = r, e*^" 
and z^- r£e^ z 
, _ r, • ** r, e » 7 ^ - ^ 




AOCD constructed similar todöAB. 
Z.OOD=^OBA 
^ DOC rZAOB 
OD _ 00 OD 
OA OB ~" 1 
00 r/e^ r 
.< 
OD 3 L - £ r / ( 5 % - A ; 
OB xA e' ~z xz 
The absolute value of the quotient is equal to the absolute 
value of the dividend divided by the absolute value of the 
divisor and the angle of the quotient is equal to the angle 
of the dividend minus the angle of the divisor. 
RAISINO THE POWER OF A OOMPL35X NUMBER, 
zsr'e^ 
z'r z.z=,reiV. re^= rÄe **+ 
We could have taken the prpduct of the more primary forms 
and gotten the same reeult. 
z^=r(r cos-̂ -/- ir sin^>) 
= r Ä c o s ^ -/- i2r* s i n ^ oos^-V i Ä r Ä s in -0-
since i 2 ^ - l 
* z = TZ / " ( c o s V - s i n ^ ) + i ( s i n 0 - cosi^-f cos-0- s i n ^ W 
cos ^ " - s i n ^ - c o s 2^* 
8 i n ^ COS^T^ cos#- sin£- = Bin 2-0-
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z*= r*(cos *•++ i sin 3rf)=r r*e ̂ ^" 
z ^ x3ei3*= r*(cos 3tf"̂ i sin 3̂ ) 
z"= r"e^= r"(cos n&i-i sin nt?) 
BXTRACTING THE ROOT OF A OOMPLEX NUMBER« 
If ( ^ e ^ ) ^ r e ^ 
Then >0 e*^ is one of the n roots of re /° 
e V^sre** 





n0z&;& + 27l\&± A7T;&± 6 7T; #i2(n-l)7^ 
__£ . &±27r . &±4TT: -&±2fir-/)W 
- # y > ' * • >? > /7 
The necessity for n valuös of 0 can be grasped easily by 
use of an illustratioh» 
Let - Q ^ 
JT 
z = 8 e * * 
> fr 
z 3 = 2 e / 0 ; 3e 
., 77\ £#"1 irJU^JbE) 
2e 
• ^ T T i i-H: *rJST\ irJ£2L\ 
~ 2e '* ; 2 e " /£ / ; 3e ( / £ / 
( 2 e ' * ) - 8 e 2 ^ 
(2e ' * ) = 8 e * s 8 e t *J=8e* * 
_• 2S7T-3 ,* Ẑ JT* '' « _ , r̂«-, • #* 
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&ra/oh off/re f/?rei roofß 
F/a2ö. 
o 
The angle between any 4wo adjacent roots ie 120 . 
An interesting application of this is the extraction of any 
root of f-il • 
- 1 : le^- ooeff -t i sinfi^-l V-i-0 
(e**)* = e'» ; e'f^-~/ 
\ti . ' ?JLtf 
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OC^l-e ' j"- -f-T 
.gXPQHEHTIALS AHD LOQARXTHMS OF OQMPLEX NUMBERS. 
"" ^ ^ • « " • « » " • • " • • M M M H M I ^ l M M M W M M M ^ ^ 
e r^ c o s ^ / i s in^ 
e =̂r cos(—^ ) y- i sin(-)P ) ~ Sos ̂ - i s i n ^ 
Adding: tf ? i > e"l[-*2 CÖ$</> or COS ff = ^ ^ * , . 
'bfracfwg: e*0- e ' = 2 i sin^ or sin^ - * ~ / 
This theory can be extended to include^ z 
cos zr JE_ri£_ 
so that 
sm z = 
- exz- e"i:z 
(a.) 
2t 
Next Substitute z'~ iz wnich is equivalent to rotating the 
x and y axes backward through 90°. 
y - Here x V iy'- (x-fiy)i=ix-y 
* y 
» /w • x r- y 
y = x 
We get ^ ^1 ^ ZCOB^-L'Zcos(-iz/ ) = cos( i z ') = c o s A z ' 
a^-fr-Z' l 
% 7 - sin(-iz' ) - sinfc,g' 
^ - f 
.*. cos(iz /)r: COS/JZ' 
i s in ( - i z / )= s in^z' or s in(iz')= i sinfez' 
,', cos(iz)~ cos/? ^ 
sin(iz):r i sin/?-2* 
(t>) 
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sin z rssintxT^iyJ^ sin x cos iy^-coe x sin iy 
— sin x cosh y-Ai cos x sinn y 
cos z =cos(x^-iy) =.cos x cos iy —sin x sin iy 
= cos x cosh y —i sin x sinn y 
'Frora (b) on substituting zv = iz we obtain 
cos z1— cosh izf 
sin z's i sinn z^ — i einh (— iz1) =-i sinh iz1 
i 
.'. cosh iz = cos z 
sinh iz= i sin z 
fttote that -sinh (iz) = sinh (—iz) 
*for sinh (-iz)-_e-e_Vl ' _ e - e 
Also cosh (-iz) - e"*^- e*^z) _ e^e"** - cosh iz 
2 -" 3 
Squaring both sides of both Equations in ̂ bj 
cosh z^cos (iz)f 
— sinh z —sin (iz) 
.'/cosh2" z - sinh2 z = l 
sin (z.-/- z„)=: sin z. cos z± cos z, sin z^ 
Put z^- iz, 
zi=i z2 
s in£- i (z /* zjjf =• sin(-iz;) cost - izp+- CQQ{-iz})S/n(-iz'z) 
( ' * } - i sinh(zj-/• z^)= - i sinh ẑ  cosh z« — i cosh ẑ  sinh z^ 
.•. sinhtz^ -f z*) = sinh ẑ  cosh z'y-cosh z1 sinh z*g 
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n like manner: 
008h(zJ-f- z')zr cosh z' cosh z*-/-sinh z» sinh a' 
By l e t t ing < 
lz>=iy 
sinh (x*f iy) r: sinh x cosh( iyf'-/»cosh x sinh iy 
- cos y sinh x*/-i s in y cosh x 
cosh(x^-iy) r- cos y cosh x^-i s in y sinh x 
By l e t t ing 
z% = z 
z j - 2 k ? f i 
s inh(z*2k?f i ) zr sinh z cosh 2k/7"i -/-cosh z sinh 2k/A 
~ oos SkTf sinh z/Js in 2k77jcosh z iz.SfJ?h 
cosh(z-/-3kTTi) ~ cosh z 
LOQARITHMS: 
If e^rz Z 
then we define w as log z 
1» Log (z,*zz) = log z, + log z2 
2. Log £ | M - log Z,~ lOg Ẑ  , 
3. Log zn - n log z, e tc . 
Where k i s an integer 
e»+2KTri = eyv e2K7fi= e » v ( c o ß 2 k 7 r _ H i 6 i n 2 k 7 r } = e ^ Ä z 
? The logarithm of a complex number i s therefore in f in i te ly mul-
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tiple valued. 
e*= r e ^ 
w<= log(re^) = log r+-log ^v^2K7Ti) _ i o g p -̂  
i(0* 2k7r)log e » log r+-i(^-/-2k7r) 
By.-this-deflnition a negative number now has a logarithm. 
log(-a) = log(-l)^log a~log a-z-log e/^*~
/>/;7"z'-
log a«f(2k-l)7ri log e 
einoe ei2*-*)**'* cos(2k-l)77V-i ßin(2k-l)7T =-l + iO 
log(-a)j=log a^(2k-l)7Ti 
INVERSE HYPERBOLIG FUNCTIONS: 
/z - sinh w /*w»sinh z 
If 1 z » cosh w . theri «1 -ws.cosh"7 z 
f z= tanh w 
Definition 
w« tanh"7 z 
sinh w Ä e"-
2 
elT . z 
Rearranging 
e2H"- 2zeM'- 1 = 0 
Solving 
e^z ±Yz*+l 
. \ w=log(z*" Vi + zz) « sinh~'z 
If z i s real and equals x, w» log (x*y i+-x a ) 
Definition 
cosh w» e^V e"**'- z 
e*"1 2 e * z * l = 0 
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e"= z *Vz*-l 
,*.ws log( z i Yz*~1) * cosh z 
Definition 
2W. tanh w - sinn w _ e -1 - z 
cosh w 
z(e^l)»ea^l 
e (z-1)» -1-z 
>2»v 
e**l 
u' -/ e = 1+z ; .'. e r Jl-̂ z and wsl, log l*z - tanh z 
1-z Vl-z 2 1-z 
THE DERIVATIVE OF A COMPLEX FUNCTION, 
Let:j«^>i^ 
and z - x + iy 
3 plane z plane 
^2-=^X 
Fig. 30 
Suppose that there is such a relation between the complex 
number & in the & plane and the complex number z in the z 
plane that when the point p/ is ehosen in the z plane the 
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point P, will be determined in the & plane. This would mean 
that 
3 = f(z) 
A3 ~A& + iA?? 
Az=^xf iAy 
<; 
A& _ A&-HVA9 
Az AX+tAy 
Suppose that z takes on inorements in such a manner that 
AT. =A3L* This ie possible for z could have an infinite number 
of values drawn from the origan to any point on the line 
through P, parallel to the x axis. For this method of varying 
z,Ay*0. 
, Lim^f=Lim ^%*?~*JL+i*2 
sxr+pAZ 4x-0 AX+ZO £>X Ö X 
In a s lmi lar manner l e t z take on increments in such a 
manner tha t z= iAy. There^iforeAx =-0 
Lim^S s Lim *J*fr*&, = 4 - M * - ^ 2 
AZ+QAZ. jxp*o o-/-&Ay v öy öy 
If the Lira-^5 has any meaning both the preceding limits must 
Az*^ 
approach the same value for the point Py' • It is a neceesary 
condition, therefore, if the limit ie to have a unique value 
that 
M ^ i ̂ 2 = ̂  ĴtyL ̂ 2= J^ ^Sv. £&m-l ^iL^^^L 
ox ax £ ̂ y ©y /-* «y «y sy ös/ 
This can not be an equality unless the real parts are equal 
by themselves and also the imaginary parts. This determines 









These are the Cauchy-Riemann differe-
ntial equations. 
(%AX+%%Ay) 
A$= f^-AX+ fjf-.Al/' 
A^-ffr-Ax+gJ-Ay 
so that 
^ ^ AX+V Ay 
If the necessary conditions are sufficient then the lim &* 
A2+0 AX 
will have a unique value n©* matter through what values ̂ z is 
allowed to approach zero» In other words /^z. does not have to 
approach zero through either pure real of pure iraaginary values 
fbut it may approch it through complex values A Z « A X + iAy, 
rhereAx increments are entirely independent ofÄy inerements 
and neither need.be zero« 
Substituting the necessary conditions 
^2. 




&_= 3& •Ax-gg-^y+Hg&Ax+ M
A y ) 
= Jt^''-1 !£*¥»*'%•*!<+* jj -** 
AX+VAy 
• • C 
= g (AXHAi / ) f i -g fcx+i A(j)  
(AX-f YAty) 
L Ö X ^ . / S T J ^ Z . 
• • 3F >̂x l ox e>y ©y ~ X" a y ^ y " t v5$ &y) 
Because the-Az cancels out the necessary conditions are there« 
fore sufficient. 
ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS. 
Every function for which the Caucny-Riemann differential 
equations are satisfied is called an analytic function. 
Example: 
Let 3 = ex= J***^ e*- e t y- ex(cos y+ i sin y) 
•J'J-fi^ 
ar*X+iy 
£+i^*e*cos y-f-i e*sin y 
Equating real piart of*£. to the real part of e* and ÜJcewise 
the imaginary parts 
\ 
3 s»'e*e©s y 
*??'« e^ein y 
est by applying the Cauchy-Riemann conditions 
flh^cos y= JL (e*s,n y)= ff 
•§J=- e*si n.y = - J^(exsi n y?= - §g 
Jfherefore the function ie analytio. 
it not every function we may write will be analytio. 
Let «»A+iJfex^-iy2 
$ - x 2 
fs-3T 
ÖX - *x 
22 Ä-ov ©y ^7 
- ^ is not equal Jj2 
Therefore the derivative of this function has no unique 
value at any point in the plane and the funotion is not analy-
tio. 






»5~£+i^=(x+-iy) = x̂ -y-*-i2xy 
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Wx *x ~ w§ 
)e cause 
*' 
the function IS analytic. 
;2>y y ^>y 
The oomplex values of z will be plotted in the z plane« The 
Values o f & determined by substituting values of z in the func-
tion (,5-zA) will be plotted in the %5 plane. A particular value 
of 3 9 lei; it betf, , gotten by substituting z, in the function 
is called the transform of z,. The following graphs show some 
transf oraatlons vf rom the z plane to the & plane. 
•f 
. ?4 PJ " 
/ > ^ 
yS * ^ J ^ t" 
/ S ^ S ^ 
< * \ V 
^r 
l ^ p* 
z plane 
Fig» 31. 
The Square has each side^.01 and is shown exaggerated in 
the figure. 
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zp - 2.005+-1 1.005 (angle with a x i s of r e a l s t * 
2 6 ° - 3 7 ' - 20') 
z^ = 2 + i l (3-= 2 6 * - 3 3 ' - 54") 
z / , s 2 . 0 1 ^ i l (*£ = 2 6 ° - 3 7 ' - 3") 
z* = 2.01-*- i 1 .01 (*§=*26*-40'- 44"') 
v 
B^- .Sy- l 1-01 (dj = 2 6 ° - 47 ' - '37") 
Let the transforms of these be called^w, Za'y 3o' > etc.« 
_ x z ^ h ** 
3p' =2.005-1.005 + 1 2X2.005X1.005 =3.01 + i 4.03(0 
53*-14'-40") 
3/}'=34-i 4 (#-53d- ?'- 48") 
3p'*3.04 + i 4.02 (£«52°-54'-6") 
3p»»3.02V-i 4.06 (fe*5Z°- 2l'- 28*0 





The square P, P£ P, P̂  is shown greatly exaggerated, 
4.03-4.03 1 
tan^l- Vz-J- • -_ 
~ J>-J- - T.04-3,.01 " 3 
tan-^2 r ¥<£' 7 ~ 
4.04-4.03 1 
3.98-3.01 ~ 3 
Because tan^ 1 := tanZ. 2 the points ̂ , P and. iy are in the 
same straight line. Likewise the points P, , P and 1̂  are in 
the same straight line. 
4.06-4.03 3 




The slope of the line P- P" P.* — _ 
* "T" — -z 
/ / / , 
. P P„ = * 3. The slope of the line P _ _jr 
These two lines are therefore perpendicular and the angle 
1̂  P Py is a right angle. 
The length of the line P ^ = HK&£%T+ (^z'7f)Z 
-V(3'.04-:3)V(4.0S--4)
J 
= sJ„04Z+ .02 
The length of the l ine £ * , - v%~&f+tyr7) 
= V ( 3 . 0 3 - 3 . 0 4 ) ^ ( 4 . 0 6 - 4 . 0 3 ) & 
"- vCÖ4^f .03* 
The side I> 1̂  is equal in length to the side Î P̂ . Likewise 
all the sides are equal and the figure is a square» 
The figure around the point P in the z plane is a square/ 
and its transfprm in the & plane is a square. The triangle 
ILP^ has "been transformed into a similar triangle Î P ^ 
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because corresponding angles of the two triangles are equal. 
The lengths of corresponding sides are not equal but they are 
proportional, The angles of the other three triangles are also 
unchanged upon being träneformed. 
If any other triangle in the z plane with sides of elementary 
length and point P as one apex is transförmed to the $ Pla^e 
the transform will be a similar triangle and the point P in the 
*J plane will be an apex. Such a transformation which preserves 
the angles of elementary figures iß oalled Öonformal. 
An elementary triangle with sides drawn from 0 along _0P and 
0£ in the z plane transforms into the Jf plane with sides along 
OP and 0P/ but the angle P 0 P/ is double the angle P0$. This 
transf ormation is not conformal and n0n is called a Singular 
point. It can be demonstrated that every other point in the 
plane, excluding points where z ="<*% will produee a conformal 
transformation« All these details will be made clearer and 
more understandable in what follows» 




^rhas a finite value at every point in the z plane except 
*0* and CO. It is always equal to 3z which makes it a complex 
number« Elementary lengths (d£) drawn from a point P1 in the 
$ plane will be determined in absolute value and direction by 
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d 3f ̂ J^V^
22*) dz/ 
zp =. OP 
et ^ Fig . 31 . 
dz, = PP, 
Izp =V(3.005*-i 1 .005) (2 .005- i 1.005) - ^ 5 . 0 3 
n g l e # ~ 26 - 3 7 - 2 0 - .46464 radians 
i 
= V(2*005-2)** (1.005 - 1 ) * = ^00005 
1 - 1 . 0 0 5 
2 - 2 . 0 0 5 
dz. 
-i yt ~ y -i - / r 
ngle with x = tan -—• - tan 1.-1.005 - tan 1 Third 
r - x 2^-2. oofi ~~ «-
„uadrat?^j 
x,-x 
- -ßT radians « 225 * 
'z.=>^Ö3 , * " . ' * * * 
t ; / — — - ?•%? 
Iwhich mafcee J dz, = lr. 00005 e * 
Therefore m.-
- 3z = 2 /BTÖT e: i *6+6+ 
p'p/= d2r= s vSTöT j - * 6 ' 6 * V.00005 e'-f-
= 3 £ööÖÜ J (**'**+f) 
- V̂ÖI . t f " * " f 9 
|d2r,|= ifööT 
angle with_£ a x i s c 335 V 36°- 37 ' - 3o"=r 25/* 37 ' - 2o" 
From Fig. 32 
* 3 ; -t£-£f+ (?<-?)* = V( 8 - 3 . 0 1 ^ ( 4 - 4 . 0 8 ) ' 
r VTööi 
angle with i axies tan' ^L2L—.^ tan' ~:^2£ - 251°- 33*- 54̂  
[ *' * *-» 1 
The error in the angle is due to approximations in 5",and <7,J 
In the same manner 
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P' Bf - AS. = (^JjÄ 
2 *dz-J/i 2 
= 3 V 5.03 Q*"4*4** X \/70Ö0Ö5 %*
3+ 
[dsj= Y.001 
angle with J? axis« 315°+ 26°^- 3 7 ' - SO4' 
»341°- 3 7 ' - 20" 
- 3 V I ^ F #*"<M64 XV. 00005 •"* '?-
= V̂ ÖT t-Ltf*****) 
V'V'*i34,*fiÖÜT t-äffi*
444**). 
It is evident that r which makes the 
^P*PP3^Paf>'/* 
^ &Jc. J 
transformation oonformal. 
But suppose we wished to transform Üementary lengths drawn 
from the origin in the z #iane« For this case, 
dg _ o 
dz " 
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dtf, ss O.dz, « 0 
This method breaks down where ̂ j§* = 0 or where4^=oo , For 
the first case a finite distanoe of dz in the z plane be-
comes a zero distanoe in the 3 plane and for the second case 
a very small dz would transform to an infinite d3 . Points 
for which-^- are zero or Infinity are called Singular points 
and transformations made from those points are not oonformal. 
But wherever the derivative is finite the transformation will 
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be conformal. If the origin in this case be excluded by a circle 
of infinitesimal radius the transformation at every ppint in the 
v 
plane whose z co-ordinate is finite will be conformal» 
The following facts have been illustrated by the preceding 
tedious and laborious method. 
I. That if 3 Ä f(z) 
"§&-£*(%) is also a complex number. 
3. If f»(z) is not zero or infinity at a point the angle be-
tween any two lines drawn from the point will be preserved in 
the transformation» 
3. Since f*(z) and dz are both complex numbers their product 
will be another complex number d& the angle of which with the 
axis of reals will be the sum of the angles of the factors £•(«) 
and dz* Because of this fact eleniäntary figures around a point 
•'St 
in the z plane will not oöcupy the ̂ aiae relative Position to 
the axis of reals in the z plane as its transform in the 3 
plane occupies relative to its axis of reals» In general then 
a transformation Stretches or shortens an elementary length of 
the z plane to the corresponding elementary length of the «5» 
plane and rotates the latter with reference to the former» The 
Z60-37'-20" 
Square P/PJiy^1 (Fig»32) was rotated ^ with reference to the 
Square PyP.2%1^ (Fig.31) by the transformation» 
4» The scale of the transformation at a point is the value of 
f*(z) for that point. By this is meant that the value of f*(z) 
Stretches or shortens dz to make dS» 
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AN ELEMENTARY PROOF-OF OOIFORMAL TRANSFORMATION. 
1 ' • — • " • " . < J i.' " • • " • "• •' ' • • ' • ' 
For a more rigorous proof see Woodfs Advanced Oaloulus« 
Let 3>«f(z) be a continuous function whioh has a derivative 
continuous for every point in the z plane« 
Substitution of the z co-ordinate of point p in f(z) deter-
mines the 3 co-ordinate of point pf• 
The derivative of the function will be 
üh'U) 
At the point pf in the z plane 
Tf»(z)=: ae** 
Let < dz,- be*As-pp7 
I dzÄ
Ä o e ^ p p ^ 
Then 
d^ = p»p'= f »(z^. (dzj^ae** be1'6 
*abe*(ac^) f 
dö^p'p» = a e ^ 9%l>= a c e ^ ^ 
The angle p/p p2^{j3-T) 
The angle P/« p« p^ =: (<x+ß) - (<** Y) == (ß- r) 
Therefore the transformation is conformal. 
Fig. 33, 
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tHE TRANSFORMATION OF A PIROLE-IHTO A 3TRAIGHT LIMB-, 
The Joukowsky transformation ie 
*_ o* 
z-x-/-iy << 
J^ = X*iy,^»x^£^^> 
fofcx-* ° ^ • 
l ^ r y - o
2y 
xVy* 
For every point on a circle of radius "ow 
x*-f y*= o*. 
The^ and 2? co-ordinates of the transform of the circle in 
the >j plane will be 
£ - x -f » = 3x 
< » - *** 
y~y- -yr 
0. 
These are ̂ et^o-Ordinate s of a straight line along t h e ^ 
axis in the g plane extending from &ZZ+2G t o ^ = —2c. 
Singular points of the transformation, 
d*£ _ c 
'mmmmmrn —m> J ^ ~"~ mmmmm 
dz z 
By de f in i t ion a Singular point i s one the z co-ordinate of 
d t7 
which makes ^ - ~ ~ 0 QT oo . fquat//7ü the expre*$IO# für 
— toO 
dz T "' z*~o*-0 
z r db c 
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dS7 
ere z=0, -*—- •=. - 00. But thiß point is at the center of 
e circle and can not affect the transformation of points 
the circumference of the circle« 
- ± c 
z = ±.c where 
(y-o 
V 
feie transformation is conformal, therefore, from a point 
the circle where z=ce^ •""" ' extending to z = ce « ' 
ere £ is an infinitesimal angle» 
10METRIC CONSTRÜCTION FOR JOUKOWSKY TRANSFORMATION» 
Fig. 34». 
1. From point P draw the lines PO and PC1 tangent to the circle 
of radius "0*. 
2. Draw the chord GG*. 
Note that triangles OPO and ÖGD are right triangles with the 
Z00D common to both which makes them similar» 











— we only have to The length OD being the absolute value of 
get its angle to solve the pro'blem. By use of the Euler form 
* 0 
z "* ref* 
_ w+ 
:e - ? * - (oos^- - i sin-0-) 
cos£ — i ßlinP-
Therefore for the acute angle shown the real part is positive 
nZ 
and the imaginary part negative. This puts « in the fourth 
z 
quadrant at the angle -Q* with the axis of reale. Therefore if 
OD is rotated through a negative angle of 2 <h to OD*it will 
be in the correct position to represent —~—. 
Finally addition of z to V* is effected by oompleting the 




—-— is determined by ninversionH on a circle of radius MGW 
2 ' . ' 
and "reflection" in the axis of reals. 
TRANSFORMATION OF A OIROLE INTO AN AIRFOIL AND A PORTION OF 
THE OURVE OF EACH OF TWO STREAM LINES ABOTJT THE OIROLE TO THEIR 







y the geometrical method a circle with center at A fcas 
en transformed to a closed curve figure shown with broken 
nes in the 5 plane. The & pl-ane for convenienoe is shown on 
p of the z plane, This curved, closed figure bears a marked 
semblance to an airfoil« By care in the selection of point 
M a very good airfoil shape may be determined* This is an 
lustration of how a circle in the z plane can be trans-
rmed into an airfoil in the 3 plane« For a more complete 
Scription of this see "Airfoil and Airscrew TheoryH by 
auert. 
the same method the curve of the stream line, (fJy^ , 
tween points P, and P3 in the z plane has been transformed 
the tJ nlane and its transfoim is P^&'PJ. Likewise the 
1 2 3 
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length P^ to P# of ̂  has been transf ormed to Pf
f^lPJ • In this 
way all the stream lines of the flow about the circle could 
be transformed into those for the flow about the airfoil and 
the same transformation function would have to be used for 
both. 
y 
This is but a meager Illustration of what is involved in the 
Problem of transforming a circle and the flow about it into 
an airfoil with its Gorresponding flow» In what follows an at-
tempt will be made to bring out all the hidden difficulties' 
and a few of the ways around them* 
THE POTENTIAL FUNCTION» 
It has been proved that a function 
• 2T*£ + 1 ? = f(z) = f(x+iy) 
is analytic provided that 
it ! £ - fif«) - Sl- - M- + i 42- - -L .£*_ ~ ST-1 w ~ ST~ TT  i^T- i ^F 
which makes 
« - = # 
-M 
D x 
m- * * m 
Recalling that 
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It is evident that 6 and ib can be made into an analytic 
function. Gall this function w and write 
w-^-/-i^/ 
The value of w for a particular flow is called the potential 
function of that flow. There is no connection between the w 
representing the potential function and the symbol, used 
for lack of a better one, in such expreseions as e -z z, 
etc. 
A FEW POTENTIAL FUNCTIONS. 
For a uniform flow parallel to the axis of x: 
f = Ux , (p = Uy 
since w = 0+i(/> 
;nw - U(xf-iy) = Uz 
Uniform flow parallel to the axis of y: 
^= Vy , ^c-fx 
.\ w^V(y-ix)--iV(x^iy) ~-iVZ 
Sourcefft the origin: 
*>=JrV ^=w* 
/. w-^(log r*i*) =: J£,(log rv-i^logj») 
r ^ l o g r e ^ ^ l o g z 
Doublet at the origin with axis along the axis of x: 
•'• w - rfh*~*+**> = -&JX-iy) = - ^ . ( l _ i T> 
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Flow parallel to the negative branch of the axis of x with oir-
culation past a oircle of radius a with center at the origin: 
^ --u/x+a'cosgl, K tf. ^--U/y--ä*sint9j K log | 
.'. W - -U/x* a* oosi^ -iu/y- a*sin^b X (&-i log §) 
^•-ü(ac^ly)-agü /cos» i siWj i K A*+ log g) 
THE DETERMINATION OF THE VELOOITY AT EVERY POINT IN THE ff 
PLANE« 
If the components of velocity parallel to the axes^and^, are 
known the velocity is determined« 
Before these components at any point in the plane can be de-
termined the transformation; function must have two very defi-
nite characteristics: 
1. The function must be analytic. Which means that if 
&*§ + ±y=t{z) = f(x/-iy) 
d3r~ f,f7A - <̂ f - 1 ^f 
-y8* — I IZ) ***"• T ' < " ' 
dz v y 3x i Oy 
This makes the transformation conformal. 
2. 5" = z, where z - oo» 
This means that both planes are identical at infinity. 
It is evident from the form of 
that it doeß not meet this requirement, although it does 
meet the first. On the other hand Joukowsk^s transformation 
5~-*+t 
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becomes for z^oo 
3~z. 
Further along there will appear other transformations but 
inspection will show that in each case both these conditions 
are fulfilled. 
The necessity for this last conditio» requires some discuss-
ion« In Fig. 35 the graphioal transformation of two stream 
lines, }£ and ifj , was illustrated. As the absolute value of 
z gets larger the absolute value of 3" becomes more nearly 
equal to it« This means that if the § plane be plaoed on top 
of the z plane it will be noted that the stream lines in the 
£ plane will approach nearer and nearer the same form as those 
in the z plane as the absolute value of z increases until at 
remote distances, jzj^oo , the stream lines for both planes 
| will match identically and Jsecome indistinguishable« The 
quantity of f luid, Uj -ifj , which is flowing per unit time 
between the stream lines (ü and (P at infinity in the z 
plane will therefore be diverted by the transformation with-
out change and caused to flow between the transformed stream-
lines in the $ plane. This very definitely connects the 
velocities in the two planes« The transformation serves as 
a two way valve at infinity, between any two streamlines, 
for diverting the fluid from the z plane to tue g plane. 
This makes the streamline U/ for the z plane and its träneform 
in the Z plane have the same value of Jlß* Be cause U/ is any 
stream line. The same reasoning holds for the lines of 
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oonstant velooity potential. 
In Fig. 35 P. P̂  was drawn as the normal to streamlines Wr 
and lj/ in the z plane so that P'PJ would be normal to the stream 
lines (P and ÜJ in the £ plane« 
'tyi in 
Ut ^""^ ~df. 
Then because Q~A V r, 
d^ = q*ifPyr5rq,*^Fjf 
q ^ q . ^ ^ n q / 4 ^ / 
?py I dS / P=P, 
q1 =• Resultant velooity at point P1 in 5 plane. 
The velocities at corresponding points in the two planes are 
evidently inversely proportional to the corresponding elemen-
tary normals to the stream lines at those points. If an ele-
mentary normal in the z plane is made longer by the transfor-
mation the corresponding velooity in the $ plane becomes smaller 
and vice-versa. ..*• 
Because of all this the potential function, w, becomes a function 
of both z and^. 
I 5 f l i ) = P ( 3 ) = f + i.jfc 
dw 
dz 
IT u - iv 
- *>w - c>Ö / i dp _ 1 äw - 1 fZ>& _j_i <3^ \ 
dw,-. öw ^ b$ . i ^ ( ^ - 1 c)w ^ 1 (d# , j c>0M 
Z u » - i v 1 
where u1 s compone-n# -#f ve loc i ty in 3" plane p a r a l l e l 





where v1 := component of velocity in 3 plane parallel 
to./j axis« 
In the z plane at point P, 
d^udy-vdx 
d^ — udx/-vdy. 
In the % plane at point P», the transform of point P, 
d^u f d£+v»dZ7 
dw =: d ^ i d ^ 
And from the twin expressions for &f and likewise 
for d # we may write 
[u»d^v f d^] * lT-^v»d£ f u'd^l - [udx* vdy] y-
i . f — vdx-y-udy] 
u» [ d | *• id^] f • VJd^ - id£ ~ VL 
u«d^- iv» [d£ ^••-^]=:iid«-iT[dx-'-^aL] 
- 1 - - l i -̂  -11 _ * 
d £ ~ " T ^ - d j * id# ~ d £ 
dx-f-idyj-f vfdy-idxj 
dy dx -p— r dx / idy r dz 
substituting 
Tui _ lYi J d(j = L _ ivJ az 
ü^iTi= [U-1T]-AT 
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u - i v = d w 
dz 
but and likewise 
dw 
dSr 
u« - iv« z 
therefore, 
dw - u1 - iv1 .. dw dz 
dJJ^ - dz Ig 
Ör by equating the real parts on each side of the equation 
and likewise the imaginäries 
dz 
u1 = u 




Squaring and adding 
u»*+ v»Ä:r q* ̂  (uV r*) 








Therefore the analytical niethod checks the graphical for the 
equation for the transformation of velocity magnitudes* 
THE TRANSFORMATIPN PF A NPN-OlAjLATQRY. REOTILINm FLPW 
«MWW-^HMPMIMIIMHHIhWMIMMHMMftMN«««««^«-«^ 
PARALLEL TP THE AXIS PF REALS IN THE & PLANE TP THE 2 PLANEN 
i"«n • — I » * * — ^ — — ' • ii in im • ' I ' H I I I • i - I I I W i ii i ii m > _ — — i n M I H I , .^. 
fcr er 
We know that the stream function in the z plane non-
cirulatory, rectilinear flow parallel to the x axis 
directed in the negative sense is 
^ - ü y . 
Likewise the velocity potential for the same flow is 
^ = -Ux 
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Without derivation and directly by analogy this type of flow 
in the ft plane will be represented by, 
W =: 0+\fi = -U(£ V- î ) = -"ÜJ7 





for ̂  in w gives the Potential function in the z plane 
ThiB is the Potential function for a flow which is uniform and 
parallel to the x axis at infinity about a circle of radius *c* 
with oenter at origin. Previously this function was derived 
by a far more laborious metjiod. 
This same transformation transforms that part of the t axis ex-
tending from -2c to f-2c into the circle of radius non in the 
z plane as has previously been shown. The feature of the trans-
formation which should be noted at this point is the relationship 
between the velocity in the (j plane at the points,( — 2c, 0) and 
(2c, 0), and the velocity in the z plane at the transform of 
those points» Substituting the points,(Jr2c, 0) in 
y -J"^1? =" ZwL o^^x-^lyy. o* y z x/-iy 
gives 
-±2c+iO== xy-iy-/-
Equating the imaginaries 
,2> 
TxV y*) 




*V y* = o* 
Equating the real8 
x * y> o 
xVy* 
- ±2c 
Substituting o* for x'V y' 
x -2 j£ = ±Zo 
X :r ±0 
y= 0 
At (:£c,0) in the z plane 
dz ~ x T* u 
Now beeause q'=q 





At the points (:£2c, 0) in the 3T plane 
V - - - M _ - o 
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Wh ich makes the velooities in the z plane at the points (ato:t 0) 
q ~ - U *9 
dz 
- -U-0 -=. 0 
Suppose the transformation had been from the z plane to the 
3 plane. The points (dtc, 0) would have transformed to the 
points (£2c, 0). The velooities at these points are gotten 
from 




where w — 0+ ilp --u U+ ~)-- U (̂cV-iy/ ex ic y 






-gf=+W 2ofx 1 x*/y* J 
2c*y 
ÜTPF ~ u 
— V 
Substituting 
x ~ ±c 
y=0 
u=iv=0~q 
These points are called Stagnation points. 




* » • 
x~te 
y=G 




q' ~ Q 
dz 
*3 y=0 
= 0 * od an indeterminate quantity 
But we kno-w that in this case 
Q-oor^ ^ U S| 
The points in the z plane (±c, 0) are Singular points. If q 
has a finite value at such points 
q» r q-oo 5oo 
Therefore in making a transforination from the z plane to the 
3" plane the Singular points in the z plane must also be made 
Stagnation points of the flow if infinite velocities in the 
g plane are to be avoided« 
THE TRANSFORMATION OF A NON-QIRQULATQRY FLOW ABOUT A PIROLE 
(PROJEGTION OF A OYLINDER) WITH CENTER AT ORIGIN IN Z PLANE 
TO A FLOW ABOÜT A LINE (PROTECTION OF A PLANE) ALONG AXIS 
OF REALS IN fr PLANE, THE FLOW AT INFINITY IN BOTH PLANES IS 
• M M M M M w M M M I M « W ^ M » - J | | w n M M l t a M M M I I M t M M M m M t a M M W M H V i N M M M M W M W M M M W M I ^ ^ 
REOTILINEAR AND MAKES AN ANGLE OF ÖC WITH THE AUS OF REALS» 
THE TRANSFORMATION TO BE EFFEOTED BY JOUKOWSKI'S METHOD» 




•zcto 2c, o 
Fi f. 36 
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Let the axis parallel to ü be xf and the complex co-ordinate 
for the x* , yM plane be z». 
The z co-ordinate of point P is 
z •= re?* 
The z» co-ordinate of the point P is x 
Z' = re'
f*+*> 
The relationship between the co-ordinates is obtained by 
division and is 
z1 ^ Xe 
z — \e2+ 
z» zr zeV* 
^ e 
i(&+te-#) _ e?'ec 
The potential function for the zl plane is by analogy 
*-*(*>+^) 
By substituting ze1^ for z1, the potential function for the 
z plane is f 
• *-*("*'+ -i5i) 
dw 
dz =-«(w- -so 
The transformation function is 




dz ., z 
dg"*- z*- c*̂  
From all this 
-̂  r^ ̂  
, £ *> * ?* 
. • - " • • ^ -*" 
, ">...W»'A' •*. '•• ̂ 'V.'t-'..?Ü :-»';•:. ̂ ! t e ! ^ 
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dw - u« - iv» - • dir dz ^ - IT / z V ^ - c V ^ I / g* \ 
— - - dZ d£ - ( ~lr* ~~J \ z*-G*f d5 
?e-Substituting re / f r for 2 
Let 
dw ^ 
*5 r -u 
»y>*J%Li* r.*vJ*' -fix er e e c re e 
c ' "" re ' • or*e**»_ c*ge*» 
0 re'* 
•üb**i* i * J * /ol e~
7* 
TT^P-
$ • * • * - » ) • 
f=er' 
iw 
£ =r eX 
0 
1 then 
d W ' — _ TT 
* $ -
\+He-Kt) -x-ifa+x) 
© «— 6 
By definit ion n 
oo.sh'-z - e z f e 




CM*J _e-Cx*'*] = 8 . ix*[x + t*] 
which makes 
dw „ _ teeinh l \ + i(& + « U 
dj"" $ sinh 1% +10} 
Expanding 
sinh [x + i(& *« )J.s sinh *\ cosh [l(*** )J 
+ cosh "X sinh [i (*• + <* )] 
8 i n h [ x - f i t f ] r sinh X cosh 1 4 -fcosAx sinh . ! # . 
By definit ion 
cosh [ i t * * * ) ] = ^ ^ e - ' ^ c o B C*+*> 
sinh [ I ( Ä : « . ) ] : _ e ^ l l £ ^ ^ i s in (-*+«•) 
so that 
sinh f x + i(l0-i*rf )̂  =: sinh X cos (&+ct) -h 
i cosh X sin (#*<*>) 
sinh Y\+ i ^ ~ sinh X cos ^-f i cosh X sin&*.. 
Futhermore, 
cos ifi+oC) r c o s ^ c o s ^ c - sin^- sinoc 
s in (i0-*öC ) =r sin^9- cos^c -9- cos -0- sintiC 
Making a double Substitution, 
dw „.-_ JJ sinhX IQQB.-G- cos sc~ s i n # sinoQ^i coshX ( s in^^^W^os» sin<?C ) 
d y sinh A cos •& + i cosh^ s in &- ~ ~ ^ 
Multiplying numerator and denominator by 
sinh X cos^v — i cosh X sin^* 
dw ~_TT sinhA (cos*#cosc< - einig- oosg- sin^cj^cosh^A ( s i n -^cosoc-f singoos^sin*0 _ dw-^n fi 
d j - UL sinh*)v cos*^/- coshzX sin**? k 
iüI sinhX ooshA(sinSoos^cosoCf-c6sg8inar)--8inh^co8h^( sin^cos^oosgc-sin^sln*) i sinh*A cos'^-f cosh*X sin**- 3 
By definition.. 
cosh z e V- e 
sinh z _ x - 2 
e -r.e 
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squaring iTÖM z and subtraoting Wßft.;. 2 
cosh z - s i n h z „ e +Z+*. e — 3•/- e - 1 
4 4 
or oosh z =rl/sinh z 
Substituting lf-sinp z for cosh z in the denominator of dw 
d * 
it becomes 
2t 2. OM. St 2 A 9 
sinhA oos-̂ -f ein #/• sinn % sin^- — sinn X+ sin-̂ -
Remembering that 
dw _ 'u* — iv1 
*3T 
By equating the reals of both sides 
u' -^U|sinn*X( oos^coBor-ein^oos^sliigr>f coslfot sin^cosgr^slnflooB^sln*) | 
[ s i n h ^ f - s i n ^ J 
By equating the imaginäries of both eides 
v'^üf sinhA Q08h\(sin^oe^os<Kfrc^ I 
- L sinh***sin*-0- J 
r % & a & % M "1 
u*g-U sinhAcos^cos<C-flinnABin^QB^in<rfooshAsin^oo8cpfooBh^8in^co6^singc I 
l ' ~~ sinh*A-/- sin*-*- Ty ~ ~ — * J 
r- Ä • Ä • ft & %"^^^ X T 
-—U sinhaco&0co8cr-f( l^sinhX) sinfloosflf-Koosh^-BinhÄ)sin^oos^sin« I 
L sinh*A i- singS» J 
sinsoos^sinfctf oosdf sina) cos*/- sin^oos ^s inoc 
s i n n*A 7c s i n * ^ "—"J 
~~U oos OT̂L slntj-oos^slnoc I 
L sinh^y-sin»-©- J 
v 1 3 II sinhA cosh \ s in & cos fl GöSvCi- sinhA cosh A gosi» sin<< ^ 
^ sinh»^ -* sin««- •' 
•—oimh A eosh A ein flcosff co»tf/sinn A oosh A sina-£gin<?C 
_ 8 i n l l Z^ y. sizfe- , 
~ U sinhA coshÄ sinoc(oosVf» sirfV) I 
I im i im II i • M • • \m n «in •• » HUI in. • i f i • n u l l 
L sinn** f s in*#- J 
:r V sinh h cosh A s in «c 
sinh*A /• s i n * ^ 
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By reference to Fig. 36 the cirole of radius "c" in the z 
plane transforms to a line from ( — 2o, 0) to (*̂ 2c, 0) on 
the $ axis in the £ plane. If we want to obtain the velocitis 
at different points on this line we must confine our points 
in the z plane to those on the oircle of radius ĉ11» For this 
cirole r. 
1 - 2. - i =L e° 
o "* c 
Which malces X r̂O 
Putting th i s value of A in the equations for u1 and v1 and 
remembering that 
sinn 0 ^ e*- e° - 0 
~ 2 -
oosh 0 *. e V e~° - 1 
^ "IS 
u t < r —vlcoscc + 3&gtfco8;£-sinoc IT. — ül cosar-fcot^singcl 
*• sin** J L J 
v1 ^ 0 except where # - 0 ° or 180° 
At the Singular points 
&~0° or 180* 
Therefore, because cot 0 = «oand cot/7*^r-oo 
v1 ~. 0 [indeterminate quantityj 
For any oircle other than the one the radius of which is non, 
PI ' 0 O 
v* is a finite determinate quantity. Where -W-is 0 or 180 y 
the Substitution of Ä- 0 produces the indeterminate expression. 
To evaluate v1 by L'Hospital's rule the derivative must be 
taken with respect to X. Before evaluating, the differentia-
tion of hyperbolic functions will be illustrated. 
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sinn z _ e — e" 
e - cosh z d sinh z _ e Z- e (-!)• - e*^ 
dz L J - ~ §~ - T 
d cosh z - e*-f ê (-l) —. e^-e^ sinh z. 
dz L J ̂  2 - § -
Taking independently the derivative wirth respeet to Ä of 
the numerator and denominator of the expression for v1 
v» - U einer sinhX sinhA ¥• coshA cosh/31 
L 3 sinhX coehA-f sin*-^ J 
Let 
0 = 0 
V - U einoc 
- U ein or 




For this type of flow, therefore, there is a finite value 
of q at the Singular point§ whieh makes 
q 1- q»ob- oo , 
The special case of a flow perpendicular to a line [̂ möre 
exactly a plane, 4c wide and intfinitely long] is obtained 
TT 
by Substituting;r j- for < but stränge to say only very viscous 
slow moving liquids will move in accordance with the stream 
lines of this theoretical case. Ignoring the two points of 
infinite velocity Glauert makes practical use of this case 
in his analyeis of velocities in the vicinity of a wing. 
THE TRANSFORMATION OF w --TJ(z»c o*) —i k log z» 
— ~-~ T?/ SJT o \ 
TO THE FLOW ABOUT THE TRANSFORM OF THE 01HOLE OF RADIUS »G» 
IN THE ̂  PLANE BY USE OF JOUKOWSKI'S TRANSFORMATION. 
From Fig« 36 
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z« - ze?oC 
Substituting ze,oC for zf in the expression for w, 
w zr - ü(z« ,Vi V L i k log ze** 
zeW ""277* c 
dw ~~u(e}\ oV^)_l k,l 
dz - v —pr—y ~%ir~ 
By use of this last equation and Joukowski's hypothesis a 
unique value of k can be determined. An explanation of 
JoukowskiTs hypothesis foliows* 
J0UK0WSKI'S HYPOTHESIS/ 
In Fig. 35. the point B on the circle of radius "a" has the 
complex co-ordinate z rz. ce* . This is a value of z which 
makes 
d<fr - (1- c * ) - (l._jcjMr 0 
dz z*/ e*/ z*-
and of cottrse point 
B becomes a Singular point^of the transformation. fhis point 
transforms to the trailing edge (which is a cusp) of the 
airfoil. The external angle to the cirole at point B is ff 
while the external angle to the airfoil at B' is 277". If for 
every angle of attack the circulation be adjusted so that 
point B is a Stagnation point then the velocity at point 
B*, although indeterminate, will not be infinity 
[<J\ .-kl 
L—IRI LJ 
q • <*o n 0 • oo. 
B' ̂ -IB 
This permits the air to leave the airfoil smoothly at the 
trailing edge. Since most airfoils have a rather Sharp trailing 
edge this is a good practical hypothesis«* 
*Seef,Aerofoil and Airscrew Theory" by Glauert for a critical 
J..I i_ j _ j n i i i n — [ ~t ii i i i i in i 1 i i — r - * — — T " * •m  
discussion of this hypothesis. 
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The application of Joukowski's hypothesis to the case under 
discussion will eliminate the infinite velooity at the trail-
ing edge but not at the leading edge. This case is brought in-
to the discussion because of this very reason. Glauert's 
analysis of the lift of thin airfoils has the defect of hav-
ing an infinite velooity at the leading edge and the reason 
why is apparent after the discussion of the present case« 
From Fig. 36 and all that has preceded, it is apparent 
that point B whose complex co-ordinate is ce' transforms 
to point B*, the trailing edge of the line more exactly a 
! flat plate, 4c Wide and infinitely long.J By Joukowski's 
hypothesis point B must be a Stagnation point on the circle 
in plane z for every value of the angle of attack,<x. 
Because 
_dw_~ u-*iv 
dZ ^ ;;¥• 
and at a Stagnation point u rr v n 0, for point B we must 
make 
u —iv — 0 ̂  dw * 
dz 
i *rf Therefore, subs t i t u t i ng z =Ä ce 
i<* Jtjri* dw ^ 0 - - t l t e ^ c ' e 
dz 
o .. )_ 
c*e'*?7 
i k . 
Ötfce^ 
= - U ( e ? < ^ e | o c ) ^ i k 
[=.'"-, c cos^V-i c s in ff , -.]. 
Remembering tha t 




k =- 4#Üc sin<< 
It is possible to obtain an expreesion which would give the 
velocity at every point in the # plane.in the same manner as 
for the case of non-circulatdiry motion. The only need of a 
velocity relation is for plotting a pressure distribution 
diagram. In this case only the absolute values of the velocity 
of the air in contact with the line are needed» Because this 
line is the transform of the circle of radius "o-" it is only 
necessary to transform those velocities on this circle» The 
value of z for this circle is 
2 zr C e * ^ 
Substituting this value of z and the value of the circulation, 




& ) - * ..flinke 
e1W 
- -JLJ e'>"l jfc*«> ) ^ i 3U sin* 
— e' 
[•' .̂ ^.i2V 1 8in(& + <* )y.sin<K e ^ ' -1  
Recalling that 
~y(x*iy)(x-iyy 







z = ce 
- ]lß- - J ü . [sin(^- **c)f einocjl / i3üjsin(**«}+sin «\J 
- 2U Fsin^-Z-cx)-/. 8in<*] 
dz " ^eT2y - S» 














2. ? • 
Therefore 
q» _ 2U [gint-ff-fra^-f sinocl 
"* ~7 p ein& 
= tf f s in#- octecc-/- cost9- sincac -f- s in g e l 
L s i n ^ J 
= ü [ G08CC -f- 8 in <x ( l f o o s ^ - )~| 




cos 2*& = c o s ^ ~ sin% = 2GOS^- - 1 
,^a. -2 C0S19- ..= 1 *-cos Ze-
2 C0B* & = lv-coe-ö-
TT 
Likewise s i n # = 2 s in -0- cos -0-
T T~ 
from which 1 /• oos^ - A cos jir = cot #-
Sm& f s inj^co*^ 2 
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coscc-*-sin* cot & 
2 •1 
Substituting in the expression for q1 
q' - tr[ 
Substitution of ^ - 0 in this equation in order to obtain 
q* at the leading edge gives 
q'̂ r o0. 5 
Inspection shows that at every other point, q1 is finite. 
OOMPÜTATION OF LIFT OF A FLAT PLATE. 
1 1 . i n I I « vi • • I i i ir I i i jm 
Before beginning the analysis of lift of a flat plate it iß 
necessary to define a few terms and derive a few expressions 
relating to the lift of an airfoil of finite thickness. 
The lift of an airfoil is defined as the component of the 
resultant air force which is normal to the direction of the 
relative air* The angle of attaok is defined as the angle be~ 
tween the chord, or'some other line of reference, of the airfoil 
and the direction of the vefocity of the air at infinity, 
Fy.Slb) 
Let p be the pressure at any point of an airfoil• The elemen-
tary area |d3j 
Fig. 37 (b). 
K 1 f t. which p acts upon is shown as a line in 
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Total force p | d ^ | 
Oomponent paral le l to »f J . to^.1 r p d d c o s r =: dF-
Oomponent paral le l to £ r - p d<£Jsinf' = dF* 
Inspection of Figi 37(b) shows that 
|dc?| C08f r d f 




1 I J 
To understand the signs, the portion of the airfoil, d£], 
should be as in Fig. 37(c). In that case d|, 6.y and r* are all 
positive, The pressure is always positive for negative pressure 
is impossible in air. Hence for Fig. 37(c), 
(k positive pressureYa positive df)= a positive dF^. 
(k positive pressureVa positive d ^ U a negative dF*. 
In Fig. 37(b) 
(k positive pressure)^! negative d/) Ä a negative dF^ 
(k positive pressure) (& positive d^)=a negative dF* 
When the expression is written the sign used for the entire 
expression must combine with the sign of the independent var-
iable at every point so as to give the correct sign to the 
oomponent of the force. Thus at point B in Fig. 37(a), d^is 
negative and this combines with the negative sign in front to 
give a positive dF±. At point 0» df is positive which makes 
dF^ positive. At point D dfl is negative whieh makes dF± 
positive. 
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It is evident that the summation of all the elementary com-
ponents of either force will give all of that force. This is 
accomplished by taking the line integral all around the sur-
face of the airfoil/ So that 
*y- faf 
'ourve 
Tt* - Cv&y 
•'flurve 
We ean obtain the expressions for df and d^for the flat plat« 
from the transformation function. 
o 7 - k + i?? = z*_of- x+iy+ c* - x-f-iy* cg(x-iv) 
'J y z x + iy TxTIyJTx-dyT 
x^.y*r l xÄ/y* 




V* y[i- g* 1 
• . L x**y*| 
For points on the cirole of radius "o" which transforms to 
the line the flat plate . 
xVy'se*-
So for points on the line 
£ - 2x ̂ = 2c cos -9-
y*o 
and 
d^ =: - 2c sin & d.*-. 
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We must use Bernoulli's theorem in order to obtain an expres-
sion for p. 
'"pressure s ptf 
At infinity 
velocity » U 
/•£ 
At any point on the line 
pressure = p 
£ 
* -
velocity =q' = Ufcosoc-f- sinoccot -6?\ 
'S 
P + *•<** = H 
p 4- X'xß fcos <K + 2 Sinex costfc cot J9^-/- sin (X cot* <?*1 =• H 
T 1 ^ L 2 ~2~J 
This Equation is not assumed to hold where q!=: <»• 
We may now write 
p + 1 pö [cos2«* + 2sincc COSÄ cot •& + sinoc cot ^ j - yQ+ 1 ku 2 
2 * 2 2 2 * 
Solving for p, 
P s P0^ 1 pU^- 1 #Û [oosSc-j- 2sinoccosQccot ̂ - -/- BinSccoV*^ 1 
Substituting for d$ and p, 
F~=» f j^l&U^lta^lcosItf-^ 2sin<tfcos<fieco;fr ̂ +Bin«eoot*^]\ £-2ö sin$]d£-
We have to take the limits as shown beoause of the infinite 
velocity a / ^ ^ 0 and 27T. After Integration and Substitution 
of limits, & will be allowed to approach zero and if determinate 
Fy will be the result where £ ~ 0. 





F̂ « = 2c f p f l^lA-lnir COSÖC} / -




-3$ttJ*|2 Bince COBCCcot ^ + s i n ^ x c o t ^ l P - 2 o s inö-d^] 
v 2 2 2
 J 
The evaluation of th is depends on 
Jcot ± s i n ^ d ^ 
J c o t V sinö-dt^-2 
COt "0* — 1-^-008^ 
5 s in#-r <s i - r 
cot •&-sin#d# = f (H-cosfr) ^ a ^ » d ^ - ^ -+s in0 -
^ I J >&r#-
/cot*-0-sin£-d# = J (X+oBGZ&) 2 s i n ^ - c o s ^ d ^ 
= y 2 s in ^-oos •&&&+% A s f e ^ o o s ^f"d#-
s i i?^ 
2 
= 2 s i n ^ - f 4 / c o t ^ d # 
2 y TT*" 
/ co t •£• ö\& - log s in •& 
5 2 ~ 3 
On Substitutlag 
F^-2poU 8inorcoscc^-i-sin^^cptJ^6inä-r2 sin^Vcpü*sin<?c l41og Bin*"] 
[ s i n ^ f 0 = [2 s i n * * ] * * 
[log sin #1 =log sin(7r-fij-log s in £ = l o g s in £- log s in g - l o g sin-^ 
2 J 6 I 2 2 5 ' s i n i . 
Evidently Lim log ein •§- - log 1 s 0 
fc"*x> sin-£-
Therefore, 
F<w = 47r*pbu sinoc POBOC 
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Since ^ « 0 at all points of a flat plate, &y 
at every point except at £- — 0 or 2jr* 
At 0--O. 
dFv=0.oo [Indetepminate] • 
0 and dJV = 0 
-2C,0 
Fig. 38 ~^^T** 
Because the lift is perpendicular to the direction of U at 
°'Cr^ 
°o 
oo, the angle between L and F^ is öc • 
L cosfflC Ä f - AjrpGV sinoc cosoc 
L = 4 7rp'cU sinoc 
Fu ~ 4 w ĵ cU s i n%£ * 
Thus for this case we have evaluated O.co« 
The expression for the lift may be written, 
L «^ü- [47TCU sinoc] - 'pUfc« 
This proves that the lift of the flat plate, in theory at 
least, is identical to the lift of the cylinder. The area of 
the flat plate is 4cXl ft» By definition, 
.2 Ä r. 1.-2 .,£ r. 1 ..«_ L = p^ SU s | ^ [4o]ü*» p £ c ] U TT sinOfc 
or 
L ^ 1 0QLSU ^ l | | [4c]u*= p £c]U TT sinöC 
2 2 
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From these relations 
k^^ Trsinoc [British] 
CL»37r"sin«c [N«A.0*A.] 
For small angles, 
sinoc = oc 
t 
ki^TTVC 
C L = ZlTOC • 
Experiment agrees with this result. The lift coefficient plotted 
against the angle of attack is a straight line for small angles, 
beginning with oc = 0. This theory makes the slope of the lift 
coefficient against angle of attack TTor 2TT, according to the 
system, for an infinite aspect ratio. CHauert says that in the 
British System for actual airfoils it is nearer 3«,00 than 3.1416. 
The true values lie approximately in the ränge from 2.6 to 2.9. 
Experiment and theory agree^that for a finite aspect ratio of 
six of a rectangular airfoii the slope is near 2.23 in the 
British System. These are the approximately correct figures 
for Qr plotted in radians. Slight variations with the shape of 
the profile contour are found. In the British system the lift 
coefficient at small angles of attack increases 0.055 per de-
gree for an infinite aspect ratio and 0.039 per degree for an 
aspect ratio of siXi As defective as a flat plate is for pro-
duction of lift its lift coefficient at very small angles of 
attack increases nearly 0.037 per degree for an aspect ratio 
of six. 
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GLAUERT'S ANALYSIS OF THE LIFT OF A THIN AIRFOIL OF ARBITRARY 
SHAPE. 
0 A \ A' *+-•<*-*• 
X'' 
The circle of radius "a" transforms into the straight Line 
AfB' extending from J = -2a to J =. + Z& by use of 
& * 2-f -Sil CD 
z 
S* is the mean of the Upper and }öwer surfaces of a thin 
airfoil and the primary assumption is that "it does not 
deviate much from the straight lirie A'B1. 
S; is a curve which differs but little from a circle. It is 
called a near circle. 
For mathematical simplification cur transformation is made 
in two steps: 
a. S! is transformed into S, 
b. S is transformed into G, 
MTransformation" means in this case that a mathematical 
relation is established between p && and between"a"<5yö» 
Equation(|)is not used in this analysis. It is merely introduoed 
to show that since by use of it the circle transforms into 
a straight line that ä curve SJ, from A* to B1 which is almoet 
a straight line, must transform to a closed curve S which is 
almost a circle by use of 
z . 
Vfhere zf ~ complex co-ordinate of near circle. 
VTe may also use z% - /Oe1* /"Vis a variable]. 
Remembering that A on the circle transformed to A1 by use of 
equation(l)we see that Af on &t must transform by use of(la) 
back to the same point A. But aince we used (la) for. this latter 
transformation A must now be a point on the near circle 8. 
If this isn't sufficiently clear then the following mathemati-
cal analysis will clear the point. 
The point A* on S1 has the co-ordinates 
-̂Jr +iy~ Sa 
V>=2a 
which gives < 
t ' / . ° • • / > - - * • 
Likewise the co-ordinates of B1 are •< 
13 - o 
Hence the co-ordinates of the point on the near circle which 
is the transform of point A* on S1 are obtained from 
r +p^r-r + -p~ 
r /öfcos^ •/ i sin-g-)-A a 2 ( c o s # — i sin^-) / p 
- fn t &Z) c o s ^- f i / / 0 — a2*) s in^-
Equating reale 
2a - //-* _, aa1 cos-^ 
* * • # 
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Equating imaginaries 
Assume that sin£* is not equal to zero, then 
-*a* - 0 
and O •=: a 
This substituted in the equation containing cos-ö- gives 
3a = (a*- a^| cos^- "=- 2a oo&0-
or cos^ - 1 
;; ^ - . o 
and sin^- — 0 
If we had aesumed that 
sint£ Ä 0 
then we would have obtained 
and O*- 2ax?t a^z 0 
giving 
/o - 8&<.-Jr-•¥.'**?- 4a* - a. 
£ « / _ •imirn im TTi in K. » - i i . i l ii i i _ 
r 2 
Therefore A1 transforms to a point on the axis of re&ls 
x'~ a 
y's 0. 
Henee this puts point A on the near circle. 
Likewise B1 transforms to point B. 
This puts two points of the near circle on the axis of reals 
at :fra and therefore S and 0 must intersect at these points. 
After all points are located on S' by transforming the known 
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points on S1 another and different transformation mußt be made 
from the near circle S to the trae circle C. It is possible to 
transform S1 directly back to 0 by use of a transformation for-
mula different from (la) but the mathematical analy8is>seems 
to be easier if done in two steps: first, from S! to S; second, 
from S to ö. This second transformation will transform points 
A and B from the near circle to altogether different points on 
the circle 0- In other words the angle p for the point on the 
circle which is the transform of the point A on the near circle 
will not be zero degrees. 
Because 8!is sharp Thas a cuspj at A1 and at B1, these points 
are Singular pointe and the velocity at Af will be infinite for 
every angle of attack except the one for which the point on the 
circle 0, which transforms to A on the near circle which in tmrn 
transforms to A1, is a Stagnation point. By Joukowski^ hypothe-
sis the circulation will be determined so that the flow will leave 
the trailing edge smoothly with a finite velocity; so for this 
reason the velocity at B1 will not be infinite. For the same rea-
son that A on S1 does not transform to A on G, a point on the 
circle such as D will not transform to the point on the near 
circle which lies on the extension of the radius to D. The z 
co-ordinate of point D will make a different angle with the axis 
of tmä.8 from the z1 co-ordinate of the point on S which trans-








\p[ = = a -f r 
z t - / )e r ' es ae70* arer*» a ( l f r ) e ^ • 
Hence S will -träneform to S1 or vice-versa by 
7 - " « ' f j ; = a ( l * r ) e ^ a* ; a f U r J e ^ . " » . <§) 
z* tf[l+T)er* T?r 
- a(l^-r) fcos^ f i s in^] + / a ] fcos£ - i sin^J 




t = a [ ( U r l ^ J . 1 oos-^-
-> L X+T J 
aginaries 
*n =a [(!•/• r ) _ 1 1 sint9-
Placing the leading edge and the trailing edge of the mean of 
the upper and lower surfaces of a R«A»F. 15 airfoil on the 
axis of reals, the value of In where £ ~ 0 |50# of chordj 
is 0.0221 x chord. The chord will be 4a* For thiß point, 
J -0= a f ( l * r ) ^ l 1 cos# 
r L 1TT7r7 J 
a ( l ^ r ) 4. 1 1 can not be zero, so this makes 
L ( l + rjj 
c o s ^ z o 
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°) -»0221 x 4a - .0884a =. a[(l* r) - 1 1 sin jf 
L {li-x) 2 
l*r _ 1 - .0884 
l+.r 
(l-t-T)2-! Ä • 0884(l/-r) 
1 -̂  2r y- r*-l = .0884-/- .0884r 
r*^ (2 - .0884)r — »0884 = 0 
r s .0452 
1 •=. 1 - r f r * - r V ^ ^ 
1fr 
1 - 1- .0452 + .0020- .00009/-
l f .0452 * 
- .9548 f- .0020 
The error in discarding r*is about 2$ and therefore negligible. 
But this is one of the large values of r, if not the largest, 
and for most of the other values the error is much lese. 
Taking 
1 - 1" r 
l*-r 
^ -'a(Ur+l-r) cos ö = 2a cos"ö" 
y = a(lf r-l*-r) sin B - 2ar sin£ 
These are the relations for transfer̂ .ng from the airfoil to 
the near circle. 
For points on the cirele "c" 
z ~ ae \? 
For points on the near circle **sw 
z' = a(l* r)e?ö 
-IL - (l^r)e^ - (1* t)e«^ -<*) 
!.= « ( i+x) .^-^ . ® 
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It takes a different traneformation to traneform from the 
circle Hcw to the near circle "s,f. Glauert uees 
z1 = z ~f~ iA, az . iAfa z / iiLarz + 
z T z * ^ ^"z3" 
This is permissible because where 
z -s co / 
z • z z. 
(5) 
(6) 
This figure is a crude picture of the traneformation of 
point P to P ' . 
(5) is the expansion of 
z' = z ( l ^ i 2 ° A ^ U z fl>ig A»gf 1 
- z [̂ 1-f i . j j A„(cos nj? - i sin n0 )] 
c z f l V- Z^A^sin n ^ f- iZJA^cosn^J 
Equating (4) and (6) 
^(1 + r ) e * - 4 |f(l-f ? A w 8 i n n / f i f AuCos n 
Let &-0-Q 
etp-0)z e
}Sz.coe8 + i sinfi . 
Substituting, 
(1+T)(COB£ + i sin£T) = 1-^A^s in n^ilJA^cos n ^ 
cos£ y- r cos£ •/- i (s in£f- r s i n £ ) = l -^^A^sin n j0 
-f- i£jA„cos n(j) 
£ will be small. It is assume'd that 
I C D 
eos£ = 1 
r s in£ -s 0 
s i n £ = £ 
Substituting, 
ÖC? ' / Od i 
1 1 r+ i£ - 1 "^SA„sin n f + i27A^cos n (f> 
Equating reale, 
/ - f r -/i-VAjBin n<f> > 
Equating imaginaries, 
O O / 
£ = ZJA^cos n 0 
Substituting (-0 - £) for j2$ 
r r ZJA^sin n ( ^ - € ) = Z^A^Csin n^-cos n£ - cos n ^ s i n n£) = Z?A^sin n*9- (1} 
s* öO A * ^ oO 
c- ^Ay.cos n(£- -£) - ZDAdkos nöcos n£y-sin n-ö sin n£7= ÖA^cos n-Q- (7) 
7 /"̂  =90° ' n 
Note: Suppose i and that the constants A., A~, A™, etc. 
£ i$-85° 2 3 
were arbiträrily chosen to be 4r , «4r , ^r , etc. We 
10 100 1000 
know that these constante must decrease rapidly in order for r 
and S to be small quantities. Then the arbitrary value of r 
would be, 
r - 4 / l ^ s i n ^ f 1 s in 2<2/J~_l s in ZÖ x 1 sin A&+ ) 
^10 - r 100 . 1000 r 10,000 / 
MA Jh 4 A 1 / • 1 - — ) - .3960 
0 ^ ITÜ 1Ö00 *~ 1Ö0,ÖÖÖ 
Futhermore using the approximation 
0 0 , 0 0 
2}A sin njZ>- 2 A sin n^-
The arbitrary value of r would be, 
r - 4/sin-85% sin 10° sin 75° sin 20° -/- — — • 1 
\ 15 r 100 ~" 1000 1x0,000 / 
- 4/. 9963 r .174 _ .966 _ .343 -/- — --'-- ) 
V10 — ToEP 1000 :xo,ooo / 
-4v .10036 — «4 approximately,, 
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This demonstrates a nice degree of approximation although 
£ is taken as large as 5° and r so large that itS square 
is not negligible. 
Expanding the expression for r, 
r =* A,sin^^ A^sin 2<9 + AjSin Z& + -A^sin hO-/- — — A^sin n-ö-
Multiplying both sides by sin kt£ d^ T-
r sin kO- d̂ - - A, sin^ sin k-0 d-^-^A^sin 2 ^ sin k^d-Ö-A — 
A^sin^k^ d # / > 
Recalling, 
cos(m^n)^ z. cos m^ cos n# — sin m-0 sin n ^ 
cos(m-n)"^-- cos m ^ cos n-^-Asin m-ö sin n ^ 
Subtracting the latter, 
sin m ^ sin n-£ = 1 Icos (m — n ) ^ — cos (m-fn)^ I 
iL 
Integrating both sides between the limits of 0 andTf, 
/
'TT* ^-17" 
sin m-9- sin n-# d^ — 3. /pos (m-n)^ — cos ( m f i i ) ^ 
° ^ TT 
r i fsin (m~ n ) ^ sin (m-* n)^ 
w 2 L m - n m + n J If m is not equal to n, Substitution of the limits gives 
f sin m£ sin n-0 d-£ = • 0 
JQ 
If m is equal to n, Substitution of the limits makes 
1 fsin (m-~n)G sin (m-*-n)£ «. 0 fIndeterrninate. I 
2 L m-n ~ m^n J ^ O L J 
But i f in i s equal to n 
r* r^ f1* 
\ s in m& s in TL-9 d ^ = 1 f cos (0) d<0 - 1, / cos 2md d # 
- f ö ' - i - s in2ra^l - 37* 
""L 2 4ni - V 2 




/ r s i n k d 6.0 ^ f A .e in k ^ dö- 2 A-TT* (8) 
'0 -^O 
Which means that 
r sin^-dö-^ J - P 
k2. 2 / r s i n %& d # -
* Jfr 
A.-i* fr sin 3 ^ dO- -
3~ IT JÖ 
e t c , 
Expanding the e x p r e s s i o n for £ , 
£ = A, cos •& -f- A2cos 2 ^ •/• A-Cos 3gN-
Fox «ö - 1T 
&o = ~A, * A^ - Aj * A , — — 
or 





^ = fT-c-^)s rr*& 
& is the angle of the point on the circle which transforms 
to B which in turn transforms to the trailing edge Bflt would 
be possible to determine £0by solving for A/ , then A2, then 
Aj, etc. according to equation (8). but this would be too 
laborious. The following analysis provides a better method. 
r s, Ekypin TL-& 
= A; sinO + A^sin 23- + A^sin 3"^ + — — . . — 
Substituting this expression for r in the expressions for A,, 
A^) A«| exc• 
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A/ ~ S f u , s i n d + A2sifi 23 + A^sin ?>3+ ) s in -3 &3 
TT ^*rr 
A2~ 2 f (Af s i n ^ - ^ A ^ s i n 2£V- A,s in Z&+ * ) s in 2& d& 
k3~ 2f(k,Bln<3+ A^sin 2^^-A^sin 3Ö- + — ) s in 3^- d-0* 
e t c . 
Substituting these values in the expression for £ö$ 
— c0X A4 — A^+ A^— A^ "T — — - — — — / .. • • 
- 2, f I g e l n d *-AÄs in 24* ) , s i n d d^j-KA, sin-Öf A s in a H « ) 
s i n 2 # dOl + — —— 
v J 
_ ,2 AfA^in-d-f A z s in 2& + A^sin 30-/ r| [ s i n ^ - s i n 2ö*sin 30+-
_ ,2 r r ( s ind '— s in 2 ^ f s i n 3 0 - s i n 4^#-Jpd-
"" TT Jo 
We can obtain a funotion to replace this series in the fol-
lowing manner: 
s i n # - e ?2" - o z * 
2 21 
cos 3_ e(~r +• e *T 
2" ~ 
tan -^ £ - A e * r - z~%± e?^' et?— e ? f - e w * j . e '
e - 1 
3 - A e »f y- e-'jf i e'f. etf + e>f -e*f~ i e 7 * 7 T 
- i< 2 * r i i ^ e * * i 1 y- e?-^ 
By dividing numerator by denominator, 
1y et* 
_. e^- e^fe^e^e'Ä. 
_ 1 - 1 - ei*4-ei*?e'3$e*ZJ+^ 
1 y- et* ~ 
By subtraction, 
1 e*^ 1 
I T f T ^ i " 
1 1 
1 y- e*®~ i 
-iy3e>*-2e**?3e
?3-2e?V i4* i 
Substituting, 
cos# + i sin-0 - e7* 
cos 2^*i sin 2& =• e*2^ 
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cos 3-^f i s in 3 0 -: e 7 5 ^ 
etc* 
0-/-i tan j£—\~l+2 cos0«/-i 2 s i n 0 - 2 cos 2 ^ - i 2 s in 2-0 
2 ~~"L 1 
V-2 cos 30f-i 2 ein 3 0 - - - ' * 'J 
Equating reals, 
0. :s^l,ifc3f008 0-008 20-*cos 3 0 - c o s 40-~f- • 
Equating imaginaries, 
tan 0 ~ 2 f 8 i n 0 - s i n 20-fs in 3 0 - e i n 4-0-f- 1 
Therefore, 
r^ 
-f - £ f •* tan 0 d - ^ 
* - £ > f c | 
3: 
But *J = 2 ar 8 i n 0 
' s in 0 s in 0.cos 0 ein ^ 
tan 0-_ % _ 2 2_. 2: ,. ^ s in ^ 
*2 " cos -0 ~ cos j^cos &~ 1/-C0S ^ l-Z-eoeö-
2 2 "g 2 
- £ - I / T .7 . ^H^y d0- J L . /* ^d6K (9) 
*6~ 7?y 2 a j ä « # l-z-cos-^ 2^Ta / l v - c o e ^ 
We may write then that 
/ = 0 - £ 
And dfä-j/f 1 . /" ?ci0-
Where.ty is the angle for the Stagnation point on circle f,cw. 
TRANSFORMATION OF THE POTENTIAL FUNCTION. 
Let —U be the velocity at infinity at the angle ̂ Cwith the 
x axis. Let x,f be parallel to U. The potential function in 
the plane of zn ie, 
w = —ü(ztt-f-aÄ ) _ i& log zn 
. 7 r Ifrf "a 
Relation between z and z". 
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z«~ ae ?V^°C)= a e ^ e ' * 
z r ae 
£ z e 
z 
Ztt Z Z0 
7> 
?£X 
Substituting ze*°%or z" in w, the potential function of the 
flow in the z plane i s , 
w rr-üUe**", _af_ ) ik log 
"ze^y"* 2fT 
d̂ ŵ  -»U(e7* a f p , ik . 1 




At the eurface of the c irc le 
law _ -U(e i ö l . 
dz 
-U 
W*7*re&J 2fT ae1? 
e'Ve^ e^e*! 




- - ü . , 3 i s in {<]> + *<) ^ 1K 1 , 
~ ¥Tf S7T ae*j* 
-AS - i ^ 
ik 1 
"*37f ae*P 
At the Stagnation point 
^ 4 '^'h6o 
dw - 0 
dz * 
Solving for the circulation, 
k r- 4TTaü Bin^+fTf^) = 4'TT'aU sin(öC^%) (12) 
The lift of the airfoil per foot of span is 
L - JDWL = 4^a^U^sih (<**%). 
The lift is therefore zero where & - ~€0. SQ is the no lift angle 
of the airfoil and its determination is important. S01B deter-
mined hy graphical integration. For an illustration of its 
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determination for a R.A.F, 15 airfoil see R.&M. 910 of the 
Aeronautioäl Research Comraittee for 1924-35. 
The chord of the airfoil is 4a, In addition the greatest per-
missible value of ÖC is so small thät, 
8in(oC*4) -CX+&0 
Hence, * 
fr- L - 4<aPU2fcT*6>) _ <if{<* + £>*) (13) 
** /O'AA'TJ* ~ 4 a f U * "~ 
Note. flfand£0are to be measured in radians. I 
As soon as S0 has been computed the straight line part of the 
curve of lift coefficient against angle of attack can be drawn, 
VELOOITIES AT THE SURFAOE OF TEE AIRFOIL. 
If a theoretical pressure distribution diagram were desired 
in order to check an experimental one it would be necessary 
to know the velocity at every point of the airfoil surface. 
Substituting («O - &) f or <f> in the first derivative of the 
Potential funetion with respect to z, 
S k - TJ fei sin (<*^-6)l i 4-TTaU sin (OC*£J 
dz - eH+-£)
L J "2/rWf-a-V 
_ i3ü f s i n ipC+*-&)+ s i n ( Ö C ^ ^ , ) 1 
- - eH+-& l • 
Recal l ing that 
| z I r V (x 4- i y ) (x - iy ) - V/re^- re~ 
L C 13Ü fsin («+<*-£) + e in («V-&„ fiU 
-[-jw-qi v 
f + 13U (ein («++-£)+ sin («C*&)H 
|q|- 3ü[ 




















^Absolute value of the velocity at any point on 
the eircle. 
-The value of this expreseion where z =? ae* 
dz1 I -z The value of this expreseion where z1 = a(l-/- r)e? 
<*<7 
iV z =: ae 
jiz - iae 
d 
dz 1 - a 
z» = • z(l-^ iZ?JL&7 1 r. ae'r 1+ j ^ A » ^ 
*̂  *z>y L *-''a*vV 
= «/^SV'*'] 
W«eo / «sOö «1 
iEA^cos n^i-S A^sin n ̂J 
- aeT 1+-
»SOO , 
r = JSA^sin n 0 
n=.?c 
l =r Vos n / 
z» ~ ae?^ |l^rv-i^J 
dz' _ ae^/dr,, i d6'\ * l*r^i£ iae7 
-qr- {tf* Opy i J 
- a e ^ r / d r _ £) '+ i ( l f r + d 6 . H 





= 0 /dr c) - /drp-2<?dr MP' 
[Tf-£)-(lj>) T$+b 








— \ dz 
dz 
dz I ̂  _ 
dz' "" a {TTYTJS) ~ 1-fr^dß Tbl AS "ä&J ' <X0 
For the transformation from the near oircle to the airfoil, 
3 -z« / a* 
. ~ z» 
At the surface of S1 
^ ^ a d f r j e ^ a d - r l e ' ^ 
— Sa cos-^ -̂  i 2 ar sin^" 
- 2a(cos-£ y- i r sin-00 
dff- 2a f— sin-0- •/- i(r cos^ + sin*^ dr \ 
d^~ *- "d^7 
n 
där|-|/-2a ["-6in-0/i(r cosÄc dr sin^)l 2a | -sin^-i(r cosO*. dr sisr^-) 
d £ H L d ^ J L ^ä& J 
r 2al/ s i n ^ " f ^ ( r cos-^-J-dr s i n ^ ) ' 
" d4-
But 
= r^cos #- /- 23r dr s in^cos-^v/arXsin-^ Thi 
a~ "35 ^d©/ U 
S 
is taken to be zero because eaoh term contains either the Square 




dff\ •=. 2a s i n # " 
d-*( 
z» <= a ( l ^ r ) e / t f t " 
d z V - a ( l - f r ) i e ' ^ a e ? ^ . dr - ae7^1 
d ^ ~ 
because /dr\ is taken to be zero. 
(d*J 
» 
Idz1 I - a('l-f-r) 
13" r* 
d3> 
dr ^ i (l*r)l 








- M l * * ) • lV-r 
Sa. sin-ö""" 3 sin-̂ -




V = KL 1 :. U r 1 * r-f dg? 3 sin-ö-
v d f 
We must get everything in terms of -Qi 
€ = &-</> 
so 
d€ - 1 - d<t> 
d+ d& 
. d g - 1 - . d^-
1 ^ ^ d ^ 
but djr - ± f t |Almost exaot ly I 
As £ i s small the curves of 0 against ^ a n d of ^ a g a i n s t <ß 
w i l l both have a s lope at any point nearly equal to •/* 1 . 
d£, - d£> 
Tj? d^-
Making this Substitution and the one for 
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q ,|=2Ü [sin (<*+£-£)*• s in (<*/-<f0) l * r i 
[• = 3U sin (cc*0-S)f s in ( * * £ ) 
l f - r - && 2 s i n ^ -
d<* 
/ l - r ^ d s N ( l f r ) 
l / . r - d 6 
d^-
- l - r 4 - d £ + r%fc {&€} + 
- < 2 
2 sin-d-
H*I§)][(1H = *1+r^i#V^§.) 
sum i s a 
y 
s in ( « + eo) - (<*>£) [The g rea tes t allowable 
small angle .1 
s in [ ( ^ - < £ ) V ^ ] = s in (<*- <?) tfös^ •/• cos (cx-<f )sin-6* 
~ (<*-<?) cost^-f s i n ^ -
r i u f U<* -C)cos& + Bin&1- (<* + Of)! . f l f d£ 
1 — % s in 'S 
- ü [ l ^ ( ^ - ^ ) c o t ^ f - ( ( X ^ ^ ) CJSC^I [1 + ^ " 
Making the iiidicated mul t ip l ica t ion and discarding 
T(°C-<f J .ds land [(<**€,) <*$1 L d^J L d^J 
l q f l , b ü f l f (<*~<f) co t # - f (<*+-£) c s c Ä L d ^ 
M I L T d£ 
where ^ - 0 
| q ^ | - ü [ l *(<*--£)'<=*> -f ( C X ^ ) . c ^ d | | 
This expression shows that the velocity is infinite at the 
leading edge for every angle of attack except where 
-(<*-£)- (<*+4), or o c - - J % r £ 
2 
(14) 
For which case 
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k « / | = U l f ( Ä + l ) Lim (c sc£ - co t£ ) f /< l£ \ 
•f S\--o L *** (d^/^^J 
Lim ( c s c # ~ c o t # ) „ L i m / 1 cos-g^ — L i m / l - c o s # ^ 




^(l^cosg)l Mff l s i n ^ 0 
d_ (s in-^) I ^«-tf c o s # ~~ 
L dd 
So for the condit ions 
# - O 
<K.-+ X^^°) 
[r 
= ti fi +/äg\ 
where 0 has the value of ff, 
C *-e0 
L ^ U [ I * K + 4 ) ^ 
Lim (eot^ + Q&Q-O ) = lim /1-f cos-ff-A ~ Lim 
^ — T T ^-*77\ slrTSF 
-Lim - sint^ -. 0 







V = u fi+zäs) (*-r* L \do-M.«». e-rr <- d*£rf 0 
For this transformation then the velocity is finlte at the trail-
ing edge for all angles of attack "but is infinite at the 
leading edge for all angles of attack save one. The infinite 
velocity at the leading edge is in violent d*i sagreement with 
actual flows. 
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THE ANALYSIS BY THEÖDORSEN QF THE LIFT OF AIRFOILS OF 
ARBITRARY SHAFE. 
This method of attacking the problem is similar in one respect 
to Glauert!s analysis in that the transformation from the air-
foil to the circle is effected in two steps: first, the airfoil 
is transformed into a near circle; sec6nd, the near circle is 
transformed into a circle. It is superior to Glauert!s method in 
that the actual airfoil surface is transformed instead of the 
median line and as a consequence the results are applicable to 
airfoils of any thickness. 
Joukowskifs Transformation 
3 az + ,ß-g 
z 
can be put into a different form. This form is obtained in the 
following manner. 
cQ 
Subst i tu t ing re for z, 
io z \& z -i& 
a •» re 4. a ~ 
TeW r 
J - K +1^ « re .*. a ^ re 4. a e 
^ > r e ^ r -1 
as r 4- a21 cos^-f i l r - a I s i n ö 
Äa[(f)-rcf)]co8^ia[(i)-i)]!:n 
- a[d)' * ® i c o s ^ ia[(i )-(U]" 
By de f in i t ion , 
cosh > * e*:^ e ' ^ ( e a ) V ( e V 
"3 " ~ 3 
If / r) be subs t i tu ted for e 
e 
s in 0 
Sl 
2 cosh ,4 
By de f in i t i on , 
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BinhX«. ( e V ~ ( e V 
2 
If fx\ be substituted for e^ 
2sinh/Wf)'-(i/ 
Therefore, 
5* ~ £ -h ij z 2a cosh\ cos# f-i2a sinn A sin^-
Equating reals 
j - 2a ooshA cos £• 
Equating imaginäries, 
^ = 2a sinh A sin, ̂  ., 
Let x z. T/ z= constanto 
Because e'1— r 
r, ̂ ae \ 
A, - constant. 
j — 2a coshX cos# 
fr - cos 9 
2a cosh\ 
^ - 2a sinhA sin 9 
9 - sin 6 
2a sinhA ~ 
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If the points in the z plane which are to be transformed 
are confined to the circle of radius r , 
5 ,... ,.. ^ cos -9-
3a cosh A/ 
ft- - sin & 
3a sinh/J, 
Squaring and adding 
f* , ff* _ cos*# +- Bin2& - l. 
4a*cosh*/l/ *" 4a»sinh^# " 
This equation is in the form of 
a* r \ß 
-*£/-£*-!• 
It is, therefore, an ellipse in the £ plane. We see that 
points on a circle in the z plane transform to points on 
an ellipse in the tj plane. Points on a circle of radius r-
in the z plane transform to the ellipse in the £f plane, the 
equation for which is • 
.fr*- - ̂  ?*.• -1-
4 a * ö b s h ^ 4a*äinha/\5 " 
If the circle has the radius r,, the equation of the ellipse 
is 
J'-.r ..»' -1-
4a«cosh«^ ~ 4a* s inh*7l3 ~~ 
Hence every circle in the z plane with center at the origin 
transforms into an ellipse in the& plane. All the circles 
have the same center which raakes them concentric. 
The ellipse 
x^ , y*— 1 
^a5 ' b? ~ 
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has foci on the' x axis at 
x« :=j£]/a*-.b*. 
The foci of the ellipses, which are the transforms in the 
3 plane of the conoentrio circles in the z plane, are 
located on the J axis at 
/%? ±tf (2a coshX f- (aa sinh^ )* 
r :£ 2a ycosh*^ — sinh*7| 
^ ir 2a. jcosh*^ - sinh ̂  r 1J 
These ellipses are confocal. 
Let #cconstant-^ 
$ z - 4a*coshÄÄ 
COS-2^- "" 
_ _ 2 * - 4a*Blnh*A 
sin*# " 
Hence 




J-* , ?* - 1 
(2a ooa^)^ (3a's in ̂ 5)*"" 
Hence a straight line through the origin at an angle -0"t 
with the X axis transforms into an hyperbola. in the & 
plane. 
Hence using ̂ a s a parameter 
Cft* , b)z d 
(2a o o s ^ ) 2 (2a sin^)^ 
This is the equation for a family of hyperbolas in the 7 
plane with common foci at 
J" =: V(2a cos#)*7L(2a sin#)*_:£2a. 
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We now have sufficient relations for transforming any 
point in 3 plane to the corresponding point in z plane. 
Transform the point I> to the z plane. 
We will first find ry "by the following method, 
Lt f _ + %* - 1 
(3a cosh^p7^ (2a sinn;*,)* 
4a?s inhz\£f +J*&( 1 + Birtifjl, )y « $*#( 1 + sin//*,) 4a2sinh5^ 
4a*sinl//t//• (4a*-//-*f) sinn*/!, -jß:0 
sinh^ 2 ^ i j a l ^ ^ 16 a y 
This equation gives A^which determines the radius of the 
circle, xt~ aer}' on which the transform of P. lies "but does 
not locate the point on the circle. 
The determination of the value of -^ will locate the point 
on the circle of radius Tf . 
.6* ,- , * -i 
(2a cos$•)* (2a'sin-^)Ä 
Replacing cos ̂  by (1-sin^) and solving for sin-t̂ y 
Bin*̂ _ (***-!?-$+ Vu^-ff-tf?* 16 agy 
8 aff 
As an illustration of the method leb the co-ordinates of 
the point P. be 
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Ü = .824 
%* .372 
Also let the radius of the circle in the z plane which trans-
forms to the real axis in the 5T plane be unity. 
a - 1 
Then 
( 4 a ? L - r i j * - ^ ) - ( 4 * 1 - »824 — . 3 7 2 ) = 3.182 
< 4 a * - i f - 2 * f : L l 0 . 1 5 _ _ _ 
sinhÄAy - — 3.182-/- / l 0 . 1 5 ^ 16 JT U . 3 7 2 * - .041 
BKW 
- - 3 . 1 8 2 + 3 .51 _. .041 
8 
A,=r 0.202 
x/ = l x ^ r 1.224 
s i n % - 3.182 V- 3 .51 „ 0.8365 
~ 8 ~" 
Ana lys i s of s i g n s : 
cosh / \ cos # _ •+ 0. 824 ., y- 0. 412 
/ - 2 ^. 
s inhA, s i n ^ «, * 0.372 ^.* 0.186 
2 
cosh^ and sinhA, can not be negative. Therefore, sin^and 
cos &i must both be positive and this oondition restricts ^ 
to the first quadrant. 
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The location of the axis of reals with respect to the 
airfoil itself is arbitrary. The nearer it is made an axis 
of symmetry the nearer the ourve obtained by the transfor-
mation will be like a circle. In order to avoid infinite 
velocity of the flow at the leadisg adge the point whioh 
is at J; = «/-/3a on the axis of reals is placed inside the 
airfoil» The best location of the leading edge on the axis 
of reals seems to be 
3/ jr ~ 2a -/• R Le -T* 
Z>*-e*o 
where R = radius of curvature of leading edge. 
Because the radius of curvature of the trailing edge is 
always sroall or the thickness of the airfoil at the trail-
ing edge is negligible, the trailing edge is taken to be 
Sharp and is put at 
Jt -~3a 
^ 0 . 
By considering the trailing edge as Sharp the circulation 
can be uniquely determined by Joukowski's hypothesis. 
The potential function for the flow about a circle is as 
has previously been shown 
w = — ü/z -h a2) - i k_ log z: 
l z/ zrr a 
The difficulty of the mathematical analysis is lessened 
if the flow is taken about a circle of radius ae^>. This 
is due to the mathematical set-up brought about by taking 
ae for the radiue of a circle in the z plane, 
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The oomplex co-ordinate of the point P in the zH plane 
is, 
8«=aeV#**J 
Likewise for the z plane, 
z =r ae*e7** 
Taking the ratio of z" to z, 
21 _ *<yM Ä* 
z "" jst&heitf 
The ootential function for the flow in the z" plane about 
the circle of radius ae *is 
w — — U( z" i . a e ° | , i k_ log 
2fT 
. / < * Substituting ze for z", the Potential function of the flow 
in the z plane is 
}<K 2 JS^i __, K JSAo V J i -i ? « 
w — — U(ze JL a e ) 1 k log ze . 
z e i«c J ~ 2 ff
 7 T ^ ae fao 
dw _ -U(e>* a g e ^ ° | jjc 1 
dz ~ zze'< J 2ffz 
At the surface of the circle 
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/dw\ z-u/e't J^°. , . I _ lk 1 , 
i.ü/t'fy* _ £ZX-L)_ M i ., 
__u JiÖWety + «dl ik l , _, 
~ "e^L J 2fT a e ^ e ' P 
Reniembering tha t 
HMe-M*«) sin (^*tf ) - e y ^ ^ e 
r - 2 1 
/dw) - ~ i 3 U sin U / Q C ) - lk . 1 , 
OC = - A , 
We have learned from experience that the angle of zero 
lift for most airfoils is negative, 
The flow at infinity for the circle must raake the same 
angle with the axis of reals as it does for the flow in the 
plane of the airfoil. If the lift of the airfoil is zero, 
the lift of the circle (really the cylinder) must also he 
zero, This makes point B a Stagnation point of the flow. 
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Point B will transform to a point on the near oircle which 
will in turn transform to the trailing edge, point B1, of 
the airfoil. In order to avoid infinite velocities at B1 
on the airfoil, point B on the oircle must be a Stagnation 
point for every angle of attack. 
The angle of point B is 
^7fi-e0 
At a Stagnation point 
dw - 0 
dz "" 
So for point B 
/dw\ zO - - i3U s i n (Tf+£Q *<V ) _ ^k 1 , . 
[&*kz*0eh*e,'Grf+*<i~ 5T? 2ff a.e"*e'r 
Solving for k, 
k = - 4 T T a e ^ U s i n Irr '*-(<* -h€* )] 
= 4 7 / a e ^ U s in {<*+8Q ) • 
S u b s t i t u t i n g t h i s va lue of k and l e t t i n g c^be the v e l o o i t y 
a t any po in t on the c i r c l e , 
/dw) i3U s i n (<$ +<K ) _ i4frae>**U s i n {<* + €«) 
\dz) . J, z7<P 277*ae>*e^ 
z =• ae^e ?^ 
_ 12U f s i n ( / * « * ) -/- s i n ( « * £ # ) 1 
- ~ £ ^ L J 
/ j ^ l ~ J q ^ j ^ SU [ s i n {ff CK ) 7t s i n ( « * < £ ) ] 
We i n d i c a t e the method of de termining the a b s o l u t e v e l o o i t y 
a t any po in t on the sur face of the a i r f o i l by 
M - | q | . | M J , i d z i i 1 '* l ]c \&**\,\s3r\0 
where 
JL4Ö 
|q| r Absolute velocity at a point on suffäce of airfoil. 
|q| r Absolute velocity at a point on surface of circle. c 
idz | - First derivative of z with respect to z1 for the 
'dz' \Q A 
circle of radius ae ö. 
Idz1 I - First derivative of z' with respect to 3 for points 
l&Z \o~ 
on the near circle. * 
The equation of the circle is 
z = ae<W'«* = a e * * ^ 
The equation of tne transform of the airfoil, called the 
near circle, iß 
z' = ae e y - ae • 
A will have a different value for each value of & because 
the airfoil is not a true ellipse with' its foci at J" = 4: 2a. 
The angle $ for a point on the circle will be different 
from the angle 0 of its transform on the near circle. 
Let e-fr-e-
or <fi =-& +£ 
The form of the transformation equation which connects points 
oö^the circle with points on the near circle will upon analysis 
provide a method for Computing 5. for any value of $or^-. The 
transformation equation can be any one which will make this 
transformation and at the same time preserve the uniform, . 
non-circulating flow at infinity. Its form does not matter at 
this point of the analysis. 
We may write 
dz « dz d-^ 




dz _ äe^e'V i 
d*~ 
d^ _ 1 y. d£ 
60 d$-
t--*ä 
Substituting this value of d$P 
dt*-










[Ä*1 •i] = . . ^ ij 
dz- - »YU+1) 
dz - izCL+U) _ z_ ( l z L M i _ - Z_ i i l _ M / 
or 
^ 1^ I 
dz - Iz 
dzW "• z 
i^tÖ^W _ | z j \ dWl dW 
"'T^FTV*'1 [XW1 
k # f w ] - \LI tM 
b-*mna ~ M p+m: M&r\ 
Taking the Square root 





Joukowski's transförmation for trarisforming from a i r f o i l to 
near. c i r c l e i s 
J - z* ± ä 
z 
Henee, 
f * - 1 - ^ 
For Points on near circle 
/!£.] - 1 - _*? -_ 
- 4<t _ eV* 
e* e«* e^e?** 
. . A*/* '-/̂  
- 1 - I e - e • 
+>*;] 
- 2 sinh (/t * ig ) 
—• 2 [sinn/t cosh i ^ ^- coshA sinh i& 
But cosh i # _ e ' *^ ew^ - c o s ^ 
2 
a lso sinh 19 ^ e'* — e"^ _ i s i n ö 
2. 
Subs t i tu t ing for cosh i ^ and sinh X-& 
/&<?) __ 2 sinh A cos0 •/• i cosh A s in 0 
Vdz , /~ e***<* 
dz» 
- 2 IsinhA cosi9- ^-i coshX sin-g-l 2 IsinhA cos# - i coshAsin 
- 4Lsinh/? OQS-^ -f cosh /t sin' 
Subet i tu t ing 
2 ^ 
sinh A -f- 1 = cosh /* 
Idff f l 4[sinh2A cos** + einä*JL sin^ff * s i n V ] 
|dz» ~ " e** 
z 4 fsinlT/l (GOS20 +• sirffc) ^ s i n % | 
L e** J 
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- 4 .[JE z sinh A /• sin*^ 
e £71 ] 
Taking the Square root 
d£ 
dz» 
- ^Tsinh^V^ sin^J' —p^ 
Substituting for dz and dz1 
0 W '0 
ql = !?ü[sin ( ^ / oc) f sin .(öt*.£) i-^^L... ^ , , 
J " ^ p- + f i^f l i ^[s inh^-f sin^>j£ 
e ^ f s i n {$+<*) v-.sin (oc*5>)1 \\ + ds] 
= r i + M7) j ^ rsinh*/\ f Bln*-&}i 
substituting 
and taking the velocity at infinity as V instead .of U, the 
absolute value of the velocity at any point on the surface 
of the a i r f o i l is 
|q ?e*o [sin (cK+& + C ) + sin (**<£)] [l + dg] 
' / j f s d#i 
[lf /d^VU [sinhM V- sin**}* 
This expression which gives the absolute value of the velo-
city at any point on the airfoil is one of pure elagance 
because to this point no approximation has been made in order 
to simplify the analysis. Before it oan be used, however, it 
will be necessary to compute the value of /^and the special 
values of £, d£ and d^ at the point on the airfoil at which 
d£- d£ 
the velocity is desired. By Computing qcfor every point on 
the airfoil for a chosen value of oc a pressure distribution 
diagram for the entire airfoil raay be plotted by application 
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of Bernouilif6 tneorem for that angle of attack. For exper-
imental verification of this pressure diagram one raust deter-
mine the pressures on an airfoil which as nearly as possible 
simulates one of infinite aspect ratio. 
To compute the factors Äö, etc. which are needed before a 
Single value of IqJcan be computed £t is necessary to kno?/ 
and to analyse the function which is used to transform the 
Points from the near circle to the circle. Theodorsen has 
used 
For very large values of z, 1_ — 0 and 
z 
z • = z e° -z z 
Therefore, the flow at infinity is preserved. 
Previousi£ we have shown that 
_ai _ a e ^ = ^-^jfr-tU^+^-M 
z •"" ae^e7"^ 
The transformation is 
uviB>|, &i„*ittn)<
ooB"t.ii!g*ti 
— fil w . z1 _ e := e 
z "* 
Therefore, /<?////?£ An =-$*< ani/'Bfj£k> 
(>->>„) * i(0-<j) J f | # cos n^-f f# s in n^]v*i |f#cos nj- ^ s i n njj* 
e •=. e f L L 
Equating exponents 
( A - ^ i ( ö - ^ ) c fffef cos nj*-f# sin n/|*i[|# cos nff- £# sin n/] 
Equating reals 
* -4 - f?[|0cos n^*lfl sin n « d 
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Equat ing imag ina r i e s 
' «•-> - ^ f l » ö o e n -̂" 4» 
Multiplying both sidee of the equation for "Ä by djrf and indi-
cating Integration from 0 to 2tf7*as the limits of $, 
Aurff - \f&4 + f*p\ Agcos n ^ / d ^ •/• - % s i n n^ d^] 
-2/7- y* ' 
2rr s 0 
=: 0 
/" cos n ^ d p s i n ii(fi 
0 • "~~ n 
/
2.1T , . 
s i n n ^ d^— — cos n ^ 
r? 
/
5?Aj2 COS XI $ 6.$ 3 f hdL
G0B$ &$+ '/AaCOS %fl&fofk3QÜ 






5?B&sin n ^ d ^ - . /B f s l n ^ d ^ f J B^sin 2 ^ d j ^ / B J < ? s i n 3 ^ d i 
/** i a ^ ^aJ 




With these r e s u l t s 
J-Ää0- 2 Jap ~ZrrÄ0 
So 'o ^ssr 
*°-WrJo 
We can say t h e n t h a t / } ö i s the average value of TT around the 
a i r f o i l . 
The va lues of the d i f f e r e n t c o e f f i c i e n t s of the cosine terms 
may be de termined by m u l t i p l y i n g bo th s i d e s of the equa t ion 
for >̂  by cos k $ &$ and i n t e g r a t i n g from 0 t o 2 ff, 
/
BIT 1 f2lT . j . f~zrf -i 
2 cos k ^ d / - hol cos kff &f+ I "§?&&. G 0 S n ^ cos k ^ d ^ 
+ I ifß-ffiBin n ^ ] cos k ^ d ^ 
The meaning of t h i s i s : 
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For k = 1, 
Jhcoafl&tf - %of oos^d^ 1 i-f^Ajn cos n ^ j c o s j / d ^ 
* Nie-0 8in n ^ ] c o s ^ d^ 
'p 
For k i 2, 
Acos 2 ^ d 0 izPlJ'coa 2d&$+Uj?ka cos n^J cos 2 ^ d ^ 
- ^ 2*/ 4 1 ' a " 
P?!La s i n n / f o o s 3 ^ d ^ 
Etc. 
For k n 1 , 
I ??An cos n ^ l c o s ^ d ^ - - A^ / cosj^ c o s ^ d ^ * A^ / c o s 2(f COB0A0 f a» J a / 0 ra*,£ r ^ A3 / c o s 3^cos0>d{0^. JW fcos 4fDcoBf0&jp 
1 aJ'a a?>fc / o a^^ö 
+.̂  . _. 
We can prove that all the terms on the right side except the 
first is zero. 
Proof: 
cos (m + TI)$ .—. cos m ^ cos xi& —- sin m^ sin n p 
cos ( m — n)j^ r cos m ^ cos n<$ j - sin m_ff sin n jg 
Adding, . . . 
3 cos m ^ cos nd ~ cos (m-jt n)p + cos (m — n ) ^ 
Multiplying both sides by d^and integrating frora 0 to 2ffy 
*% J*f -mm 
J cos m^ cos nS afp - \i sln(m^ n)^"p. \ sin(m~n) d>~\ 
-•d J ^ 
For every pair of integers as 3&4, 3 & 7, 8 & 5, etc., 
where the first is m and the second n and the first is 
not equal to the second,.this integral is zero. In mathe-
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m ^ n 
m / cos n ^ &$ - 0 
Be cause i f 
m + n = p 
m — n - g 
l i s i n 2p f/ _ 
L P ° J - ° 
i sin 2^f/ _ 
1 g 
ol = o 
But i f 
r2*'. 
m =. n 
. 2 / / 
/ c o s m^ d ^ £ i / cos 2m<0 d^ / i / cos (0) # dc# 
- 4?« [sin 2m 0] t i \ßi0 ~ 0 * ff 
In tne f i r s t term 
m =: n =. 1. 
In a l l other terms 
m •= 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , —~ o ö 
n - 1 
Therefore 
-21C 
f fgkä c o s n 0 * ] ° o s ^ d ^ r LLff*i-0 t °i- — 
/ i a . a 
^ o »•' 
For k = 1 
| • "Sfiii s i n n ^ J o o s - ^ d ^ - Bi. A i n ^ c o s ^ d ^ y . JU / s i n 26COBJ&0+-
J 1/ a a yd a* ^ 
Every term on the r igh t side of t h i s equation i s equal to zero. 
Proof: 
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s i n (m •+* n) <fi — s i n m^ cos n (p -h cos ra (fi s i n n0 
s i n (in —. n)0 = s i n m ^ cos n ^ - cos m0 s i n n ^ 
Adding: 
s i n inf oos n(p = s i n (m v- n) 0 ,x s i n (m — n) ^ 
2 T 2 
i • 
Multiplying both sides by d(P and integrating from 0 to 277': 
f sin m^ cos n^ d^" ^ f_ cos (m^ n)4?1^i |_ cos (m-n)^1 
° L m^n 4 L" m^n i f 
m ̂  n 
,5 ff 
[cos (mfn)^fj ..= 1 — 1 =. 0-
[cos (m - n) ̂ J - 1 — 1 = 0 
I sin m p cos n 0 d^ -=.0 
o 
If m = n 
sin m p cos m 0 - sin 2m0 , sin 0 
2 *" 2 
I s i n m0> cos m$ dp - i [ s in 2m<pd0*_ 1 cos 2m ^ = 0 
•̂ Ö y^ 4m L Jö 
Thereföre, 
r^/r 
«Bj2 s i n n / l c o s ^ ) d ^ = 0 it a" 
ÄoScos 0d.fi- / ^ s i n f> V - 0 
We can now oonclude t h a t , 
rZrf 
J Acos^ dp ~ Â  ^ 
^ a 
or _ 
A/ = _a_ f ^ c o s ^ d ^ 
^ ,4 
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We see that a graphioal integration is required to deter-
mine. the value of A; . To do this % must first be obtained 
for every value of ß and the pröduct of ^ cos^ plotted as 
an ordinate against the corresponding value of p as the 
abscissafc for a sufficient number of values of^. The area 
under this graph multiplied by a will be the value of 
rr 
k,. 
For the general case where 
v 2 ^ ^20* , s27f 
f } c o s \<f>&<f) = ^ / G . O S k ^ d ^ f / T ^ J U cos n ^ l c o s k ^ d ^ 
° x<r ^ *•
 a 
-h\ f l § 2 a ö i n n^l 'cos k ^ d ^ 
_ _. So ' ^—/ 
f. 
z1f A A r -?* 
cos lnß&p — I [ s i n k (b\ rO 
o & 
Expanding the seoond term; 
-zü^. .1 , , rz* i \ J r** 
T r ^ A * cos n ^ l c o s k 0dj# -. ^ / c o s ^ cos k ^ d ^ A * f oos 2^cos I s ^ d ^ 
+ kiLi G 0 S 3 $ cos k ^ d^/ 
Wo 
' l i a j c o s kjgT cos k 0 djp-/-'•-"—— 
ä*/ö 
The value of every term on the right side is zero save bne, 
This one is the k/4 and we obtain, 
A/£ f cos*kjZ> &p -z Tf . 
a*7d 
Expanding the third term of the general case: 
-** iv s / rZrf j J i r2* 
l \l2Bfl s i n n ^ l c o s k ^ d ^ = B^ j fs ln / /coB k^d/^Bjg j s i n 2jZfcos k^d^/-
/~21T jr2rf 
+ liJL / s i n j^cos k^d^t B* / s i n k^cos k^dj^— 
a yo a*'0 
The value of every term on the right side is zero. 
1S8 
Therefore, 






\ cos k^ d^ 
We can by graphical Integration determine as many coefficients 
as äre needed for the degree of precision desired. The \th 
term can be any term and we can interpret the derived expres-
sion to mean, 
£ I X cos Zf &<fi 
„, «-.., a " / AooQ0 d 
£'*"* a 
' # - yifr 
A>^ a* / ̂  cos 3jjf dj^ 
etc. 
Multiplying both sides of \ by sin kjp dff and indicating 
Integration from Ö to 27f, 
-2 7f r*lf rärf 
J Asin \<f> &<p = }CJ sin k{^dj0 -f I Ijßkli
 C 0 8 n$M sin k/d^ 
.-ff 
±C\y> § Ä sin n^l sin k^d^J 
The first term on right side is evidently zero. 
In the expansion of the second term on the right side every 
term will be a product of sin m ̂  and cos n-jp and we have 
already seen that the integral of such a product from 0 to 
2 ff is zero. 
Expanding the third term, . 
\\¥^JL s i « n^ls in k ^ d J 0 - J L / s i n ^ s i n k / d ^ y . B*/s in 2^sin k^d •̂•+ 
J Li ^ J B#4 aV* 
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Bj /sin 2>fi sin k^djP -f — — 
iBj f ein i Sein kjf&fi-/. B* fs in*kfffa j^ -h — — 
"̂  a^ J? B.K)o 
We can prove that every term on the right side except the tth 
term is equal to zero. 
cos (ffi-f n ) ^ r cos mfl cos n ^ — sin m ^ sin nß 
cos (m-n)ff *t cos mj^ cos ny > sin m 0 sin n # 
Subtracting: 
2 sin m(l! sin n fi •=• cos (m — Ti)<p — cos (m-Z-n)^ 
2 | sin mp sin n^dj? =: fein (m-~n)^ __ sin (m-/-n) ̂  | 
Je L (m-n) (mV-n) J 
Remembering that ra and n are integere ,r whole numbers; Sub-
stitution of the limits gives zero for every caise except 
where m and n are equal. Where ms-n, this expresßion is 
indeterminate but Substitution of m s n » k before Integra-
tion gives 
2 sin \<f> sin k ̂  =r cos 0 — cos 2k ̂  =. 1 — cos 2 k / 
And 




I X sin k^d^ 
° 
r B/J'7/' a* 
Bi/- aK / 71 s i n k ^ d / 
flTf 
B _ a / A s i n 
' - TT y0 
^ d ^ 





a / \ sin B^r  
«7~ — 
e t c . 
Computation of # ~ ̂  . 
3 ^ d ^ 
^^ -Sfecoß n ^ ~ t * s i n n ^ l 
Expanding: 
&~4 = 1 ^ oos^^A^ s i n ^ ] ^ ^ [ i a 
Jj* cos 2 ^ - A* sin 2 ^ j 
f f B f GOS 3 ^ _ A* sin 3 $ +•• •— -
LäT ü?" 
Suppose we wished to compute the value of # f or 0 — 77* the 
6 
above equation would be, 
toi ~ rf / eos^g f Ä s i n ^ d ^ sin g* / A c o s p d ^ - ^ 
L J ^ f 6 *" 77" >{, rr /* 
J r f X Bin 2 ^ d ^ _ sin ff/^A cos %4>t$ 
J° rr Jo 
COS 
rr 
cos £* / / | sin 3 ̂  d^ _ sing* f %GOB Z0dfi + 
4 77 -4 
or 
Fol - HL + JL. fxl fßin^cos .7 / . _ cos j^sin ff] +. 
Y*t & rr J0 \
l 6 6 J 
[sin 2 / c o s ff — cos 2 ^ sin TT 1 f— — > d ^ 
or 
W 
^ r f ^ /A[sin^. ^ s i n ^ | ^ ]drf 
« l ' T ' 
^•/^F^^-r)]^ 
Let ^gbe the value of <P for which -& is desired and let ^ 
z JOL 4-
6 T TT 
be the desired value ,of£*. 
-2< Mc = i^/*[?
8 i n n^-^W 
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The difficul^y o£ Gomputation of tf can be lessened if we can 
get tke sum ojf, 
jjsin nC^-'jjb-
This can be done by operating on series with 
2 sin mtp sin n^ — cos (m—n)^ —- oos (m-jcn)^ • 
Expanding: 
.'S Bin n 0 - ̂  ) =r sin (̂  • ̂  ) * sin 2( / - jZf ) T<- sin 3.(1.-4)* 
Multiplying and dividing every term by 2 sin ($~$* \ and 
taking out 1 : 
3 slnY^-gfj 
J ? B i n n ( ^ ^ f ) , / F2 sin (^-jj!> sin / ^ - 4 i + 
' 3 sin / gP^Tj L ( 2 / 
sin 2 ( / - | j ) sin ^ - ^ ^ e i n ' * ( ? - & ) B l n / £ z A ) 
+— -] 
2 sin (^-jg) sin / ^ - f&) ±™*[4-$-^+ £\-°°*fy-fi+4~ | Q 
rcos ^ J ^ - O O B *(?-•&)'• 
in 3 ( ^ - ^ ) aln/2)-4?| - /-cos 3 / 1 ~ 4 > - O P B 5 /V- l i j 
in 3 (^^4) s i n / ^ - ^ U ^ o o s 5 / ^ ~ IÜ - cos 7 / ^ - j ^ \ 
2 s 
2 s 
2 sin m ( ^ ^ ) s in /^- 0J t i ' c o s ^ - i B ^ ^ jj]—cos[m^-m^ dL 4*1 
soQg[(3m^l) /^-4f l^boB[c3myi) /^ jjfl 
3 Bin n (^~$) s in^) - Aj= cos[(3n~-l) /<^- ^\j^ooB^f8n^l)./^-^Lj"[ 
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Before taking the sum of the first n terms let us examine 
the m f-h and nt* terms. Let m and ri tie terms in sequence so 
that 
n — m s 1 
n » .m -f- !• 
The sum of these two terms =. cos [(2m-1)(S-0c\ ~ cos (3m^l)/^-4) 
* cos [(3m •/ 2 - l)/^.-4)p cos [(2*42+1)/j£zJbrj-
- cos [(3a- l)/j£^|- cos [(2m> 3)/0- 4)1 
r cos [(2m -D(AzÄ<\-cos [(3»f 1) (JL~J£Ä 
This shows that the addition of two of the quantities in 
sequence leaves the first of the two terms of the first quan-
tity and the second of the two terms of the second quantity. 
The second term of the first quantity being always equal to 
and opposite in sign to the first term of the second quantity 
causes the sumof these two to be zero. Then the sum of the 
first n terms of our series leaves the first term of the first 
quantity and the last term of the nfh quantity. 
Therefore adding the first n terms: 
ÜTsin n(^~4 ) 1 . /cos / ^ - 4 ) ~ cos[(3n^l)/J^jti 
2 
cos - £• cot (A^A) - i cos [(3nAl)( 2 /J 
' 3 / sin fJtLE^ 
We can now write ae an approximation, 
-21T s-21* 
& rtfi +K Moot / 0 - < 4 W ~ l / Acos l(2n>l)( t 3a^l/"%^J] d^ 
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If n i s equal to o ö i t can be proved without rnuch d i f f i cu l t y , 
by use of in tegra t ion by p a r t s , itfia-t 
f X cos L(2n^ 1)( 3 ü dft - 0 
Ja -sin / 0 - f Ü 
This being true we establish the equation: 
For an exaraple of the application of this theory to a @lark 
Y airfoil and a more elegant development see Theordorsen's 
treatment in N.A.C.A. Report #411, 1932. 
